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St reszczenie. - Badania terenowe przeprowadzone przez autora w okolicach fiordu Hom sund w 1975 r. do starczy ly
nowych danych na temat warunkow sedyrnentacj i i stanu zachowania koralowc6w - najliczniejszej grupy zwierza t
w dolnop ermskich warstwach T reskelodden. Stwierdzono, ze cala fauna koralowa ulegla redepozycji, Dystans, zrozni cowany w poszczeg61nych pa kietach warstw ko ra lonosnych, rnala l ku g6rze profilu. W najwyzszyrn pakiecie liczne koIonic mogly bye tylko nieznacznie przemie szczone. Ksztalt kolonli i rzezba pow ierzchni koralit6w posluzyly do zrekonstruowa nia czas u trwania depozycji jed nej z warstw tego najwy:iszego pakietu .
O bserwacje sedyrnento logiczne, choci az niekomple tne, po twierd zily opinie, ze war stwy Treskelodden nie sa osadem cykliczny m w sensie Iqd- morze-Iqd, a poszczeg61ne pozio my wystepowania fauny sa raczej pak ietami warst w
niz ho ryzontarni. Stan zachowa nia fauny koralowej, udzial poszczegoln ych form wzro stu w zespolach i charakter zmian
~
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posmiertnych umozliwily podjecie pr6by zrekonstruowania pierwotnyeh srodowisk koralowych, warunk6w transportu
i srodowisk sedymentaeji. Stwierdzono stopniowe zan ikanie roznic pomiedzy tymi srodowiskami w poszczeg61nyeh pakietaeh warstw, az do przypuszczalnego zrownania warunk6w w 5 pakiec ie warstw koralonosnych. Zmiany powyzsze
byiy odbiciem zmian w konfiguraeji wybrzezy, a te z kolei wyplywaly z lokalnyeh i bardziej ogolnych uwarunkowan
tektonicznych, Na tektoniczne, a nie klimat yezne podloze zrnian, przyjmowane uprzednio, wskazuje zar6wno ieh 10kalny charakter, jak i obserwowana sekwencja warstw ku p6/noey regionu badan,

INTRODUCfION
Comparatively recent investigations of lithology, stratigraphy and palaeontology of the
upper Treskelodden beds in the Hornsund area (fig, 1) produced several contradictory opinions
as to both the age and depositional environments of the unit (BIRKENMAJER 1959, 1964; BIRKENMAJER and CZARNIECKI 1960; LISZKA 1964; FEDOROWSKI 1964, 1965; HEINTZ in FEDOROWSKI
1967; SIEDLECKA 1968; CZARNIECKI 1969). Several of these opinions were based on, or were
related to studies on rugose corals, the most common faunal element of the unit. Prior to 1975, '
however, no field investigations had been made by a coral specialist and the. main aim of my
visit to Spitsbergen was therefore to study the palaeoecology of this coral fauna. It soon became
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Sketch map of the studied area. Deposits other than Hyrnefjellet beds and Treskelodden beds not shown.
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clear, however, that most (and as afterwards discovered, all) of the coral fauna was redeposited,
and the study became biostratonomical and sedimentological rather than ecological, excercise.
My observations and results are based on eighteen measured geological sections. Thirteen
of these are presented in figures 2 and 3. The section of Creek IV, although one of the most
complete and important, is not published here as nothing new can be added to the detailed
petrographical description of SIEDLECKA (1968). Controversial and/or new observations made
in Creek IV, especially those concerning the coral faun a, are presented on the following pages
in a discussion of particular units.
Descriptions of geological sections and the general discussion start from the oldest deposits
under consideration. The stratigraphical subdivision of BIRKENMAJER (1964) is only in part
followed.
For the reasons d iscussed by NYSAETHER (1977) I shall in this paper use the term Treskelodden beds as originally suggested by BIRKENMAJER (1959, 1964) instead of the term Treskelodden
Formation as proposed by CUTBILL and CHALLINOR (1965).
All photographs, taken both in the field in order to illustrate pa rticular phenomena and
in the laboratory, are unretouched.
Acknowledgements. - It is a pleasure to th ank Professors Z. KIELAN-JAWOROWSKA and G. BIERNAT for inviting me to take pa rt in the Polish Palaeontological Expedition to Spitsbergen,
organized by Institute of Palaeobiology of the Polish Academy of Sciences in 1975; also Dr.
D. WORSLEY (Paleontologisk Museum, Oslo) for his so valuable comments and for his hard
work in correcting my English ; Drs. H. SZANIAWSKI (Institute of Palaeobiology, Warsaw),
M. SZULCZEWSKI (Dep. of Geology, Warsaw University) and K. MALKOWSKI (Institute of
Palaeobiology, Warsaw) for helping me in measuring geological sections; and Mr. A. PIETURA
(Lab. of Invertebrate Palaeontology, A. Mickiewicz's University, Poznari) for printing photographs and for taking some. pictures.

HISTORICAL
The following remarks are restricted to a few papers which have presented a new data
and interpretations of the coral faunas and their depositional environments in the upper Treskelodden beds in the Hornsund are a. All older papers were reviewed in the comprehensive
paper by BIRKENMAJER (1964) and by CZARNIECKI (1969) and further discussion is unnecessary.
Some of BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) conclusions were discussed by SIEDLECKA (1968) and CZARNIECKI (1969). The most important of them are as follows:
1. BIRKENMAJER (1964) divided the Treskelodden beds into 5 major cycles of intercalated
continental and marine deposits. The above concept "was adopted by SIEDLECKA (1968) but
it was criticized and rejected by CZARNIECKI (1969) who did not find any marine to continental
sequences in particular sets of beds.
2. BIRKENMAJER (1964) introduced the term "Coral Limestone Horizon" for the marine '
part of each major cycle which contained coral faun a. Because the coralliferous beds in lower
horizons are not limestones, SIEDLECKA (1969) proposed the more neutral term "Coral Horizon".
CZARNIECKI (1969) maintained that only some of these "Coral Horizons" are more or less
persistent, while most are developed locally and are not traceable over any great distance.
3. The climate was interpreted by BIRKENMAJER (1964) as warm and seasonally dry.
Coral faunas were given suitable growth conditions during warm and humid periods. Colonies
in the "Coral Horizons" were referred to as "bioherms" and were thought to be in situ in growth
position. This opinion was mostly accepted by both SIEDLECKA (1968) and ' CZARNIECKI (1969)
who described majority of coral colonies as occurring in situ in growth positions. According
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to studies on stratigraphical equivalents of the Treskelodden beds (SIEDLECKA 1972; FOLK
and SIEDLECKA 1974; NYSAETHER 1977), the climate was predominantly arid.
4. The source area for clastic components of the upper Treskelodden beds was deduced
by BIRKENMAJER (1964) as eastwards or south-eastwards of Treskelen-Hyrnefjellet region. This
point of view has either not been discussed pr has been accepted by subsequent investigators.
It must be pointed out here that new investigations (HELLEM and WORSLEY 1978) show that
Treskelodden beds equivalents are, also developed in Serkappland. This necessitates a reconsideration of BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) palaeogeographical reconstruction of the Lower Permian
southwards of the Hornsund area. HELLEM and WORSLEY (1978) suggest that the margins of
the Hornsund-Serkapp High (to the west of Treskelen) were tectonically active during the
deposition of the Treskelodden beds and WORSLEY (pers. comm.) considers this high to be
the source for these clastics.
5. BIRKENMAJER (1964) interpreted changes in depositional environments as being caused
by alternating glaciation and deglaciation in the southern hemisphere. This interpretation was
not discussed by SIEDLECKA (1968) and CZARNIECKI (1969), but it was accepted by NYSAETHER
(1977).
In my previous publication (FEDOROWSKI 1964) contemporaneously with but independent of LISZKA (1964) I identified the age of the upper Treskelodden beds as Lower Permian.
This point of view was accepted by BIRKENMAJER (1964) but it was strongly and tendentiously
criticized by CZARNIECKI (1969). I maintain my view as to the Lower Permian age of the upper
Treskelodden beds although it is now thought to be older than Artinskian. A detailed
analysis of this problem will be presented when the entire new collection of the rugose coral
fauna is described. More comprehensive paper (FEDOROWSKI 1965) brought detailed description
of the coral fauna which confirmed my earlier opinion as to the Permian age ofthe upper Treskelodden beds. In addition to some paleobiological studies on corals it also contains some remarks
concerning paleoecology and paleogeography. The former are now largerly retracted, while
the more general part of the latter is still thought to be correct.
In a short foreword to my paper (FEDOROWSKI 1967) Profesor A. HEINTZ wrote: "All
the corals seem to have been transported and deposited in a secondary layer. Many of them
have eroded surfaces, some are rolled, cracked or damaged in other ways. It is, however, quite
understandable that corals - typical marine animals as they are - could not live in the fresh
or brakish water, where the coarse sediments of the red series were deposited. The corals certainly originated from older marine deposits lifted up and eroded". The above interpretation
is diametrally opposed to that of BIRKENMAJER (1964) and later workers.
SIEDLECKA (1968) presented comprehensive petrographical and sedimentological studies
of the deposits in Creek IV on Treskelen and interpreted the depositional environments of
Hyrnefjellet and Treskelodden beds. She envisaged the Treskelodden beds as representing
a natural continuation of sedimentation which produced the Hyrnefjellet beds but with increased
marine influence. Accepting BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) concept of cyclic sedimentation, SIEDLEGKA
(1968:88) wrote: "The general picture of the Treskelodden beds based on subsequent
major and minor cycles will be a little more complicated if the character of the cement of these
deposits is taken into account. Clastic quartzitic series as well as calcite- and dolomitecemented series may be distinguished. The sequence quartzitic sandstones-dolomitic sandstones - calcareous sandstones occur several times in the cross section, but they coincide
.only in part with sedimentation cycles distinguished by BIRKENMAJER (0. c.), This differentiation being strictly connected with diagenesis of sediments is due to the marine influence".
SIEDLECKA (1968) iriterpreted the depositional environment of the Treskelodden beds as a lagoonal area, hypersaline under periods of high evaporation or brackish when more intense inflow of fresh water occurred. Temporary connections between these lagoons and the open
sea were marked by carbonate deposition.
CZARNIECKI (1969) described the geology and brachiopod fauna of the Hornsund area
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and paid special attention to the Tresjkelodden beds. He introduced a new unit the "Transitional Conglomerates", discussed sedimentary conditions of the Treskelodden beds and reconstructed paleoecology of corals and brachiopods. Several of his opinions were mentioned
above. Several others, not confirmed here, will be discussed later.
NYSAETHER (1977) described Upper Palaeozoic deposits of two geological sections in
the middle part of the Torell Land, compared them with the Treskelodden beds in the Hornsund
area and produced a general interpretation of the Permo-Carboniferous rock-sequence. He
accepted BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) concept concerning both, the cyclic marine to continental
sedimentation of the Treskelodden beds and the glacial control of the sedimentation. He considered the non-fossiliferous beds overlying the , coralliferous beds in the Burgerbukta area
as continental deposits. BIRKENMAJER (1979) interpreted the distribution pattern and growth
conditions of the coral fauna in the upper Treskelodden beds. This interpretation is evaluated
in detail on pp: 47--49 of this paper.

DESCRIPTION OF SECTIONS

SECTION

1

(140/17 S, southernmost outcrop)
Upper Treskelodden beds
- - Sea level.
1.50 Upper part of pinkish calcareous conglomerates with large, flat colonies and fragmented solitary rugose corals
and rare gastropods.
0.80 Gray, resistant, non -fossiliferous calcareous sand stone.
5.60 Gray quartzitic sand stones . Lenses of very coarse quartzitic sand stone s and conglomerates are more abundant
in the middle part of the unit. 'Cross bedding occur s locally in sandstones.

Kapp Starostin Formation
0.0 - 0.2 Calcareous conglomerate of erosional base.
4.3 - 4.5 Cherty limestones with brachiopod fauna.

SECTION

2

(150/22 W, near "Treskelodden" of CZARNIECKI 1969)
Upper Treskelodden beds
2.50 Dark-gray quartzitic sand stones with intercalations of pebbly sandstones lowermost and with abundant iron staining ("Gray Conglomerate Horizon").
4.80 Pale-gray and gray to reddish thinly bedded, fine-grained calcareous and dolomitic sand stones of sharp base.
0.45 - 1.30 Calcareous pebbly and cobbly sandstones passing gradually upwards into pale-gray, medium- and 'finegrained calcareous sandstones. Abraded and rounded coral colonies are abundant lowerrnost. Fragmented branches of fasciculate colonies occur in sand stones together with rare, spherical colonies of calcareous algae.
1.40 Pale-gray to red (colours interchange laterally), fine-grained and thinly bedded, bioturbated calcareous and dolomitic sandstones of grad ational base.
1.50 Sandstones as beneath, but not bioturbated.
0.10 Gray shales.
1.55 Gray, fine-grained calcareous and dolomitic sand stones with thin lenses of very coarse-grained sandstones and with
impersistant intercalations of red shales.
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3.40 Pinkish calcareous conglomerates composed mainly of subrounded and often imbricated pebbles and cobbles of
gray quartzitic sandstones and white chert with occasional subrounded blocks of gray quartzitic sandstones (approximately 60 cm in diameter). Some pebbles are overgrown by calcareous algae. Corals are abundant in one conglomerate unit and comprise of large « 2.70 m), flat massive colonies and broken fragments of solitary cora ls.
SECfION 3

(172/36 E, a composite section based on exposures located I, 050-1 ,100 m S of Creek IV)
Upper Treskelodden beds
2.50 Dark-gray, cross-bedded quartzitie sandstones with abundant iron staining . Lenses of quartzit ic pebbly sandstones
are present in the lower part of the unit ("G ray Conglomerate Horizon") .
8.30 . Covered by scree.
0.50 Pale gray or yellowish, commonly cross bedded calcareous sandstones with scattered c1asts of white chert and with
rare, very fragmented corals, mainly derived from fasciculate colonies.
5.50 Debris of thinly bedded, yellow calcareous sandstones. In the middle part of the area several slabs of calcareous
sandstones with fragmented fasciculate colonies occur.
2.50 Gray calcareous sandstones with abun dant pebbles either scattered and/or forming intercalated small lenses.
3.00 Covered by scree.
2.80 Yellowish-gray calcareous conglomerates (with a block of calcareous sandstone over 1 m in maximum diameter);
these conglomerates grade down- and up-wards into yellowish calcareous sandstones. Rare corals (all small colonies of Protolonsdaleiastra ea) occur lowermost.
7.00 Covered by scree.
1.60 Two beds of whitish quartzitic sandstones. The upper bed's top has intercalated pebbly sandstones with dominant
chert c1asts.
18.30 Covered by scree.
1.00 Gray calcareous sandstone with lenses of gray limestone, with abundant crinoid columnals and broken brachiopod
shells and a few fragments of solitary and colonial corals.
16.00 Covered by scree.

Kapp Starostin Formation
2.80 Cherty limestones of uncertain thickness (scree cover).

SECfION 4

(160/38 E, southern part of Creek 11, 820 m S of Creek IV)
Up per TreskeIodden beds
1.10 G ray quartzitic sandstones with plane lamination in the lower part, intercalated with gray pebbly quartzitic sandstones. Individual lenses, 10-15 cm thick disappear laterally.
1.20 Dark quartzitic sandstones with iron staining ("Gray Conglomerate Horizo n").
6.10 Covered by scree.
1.10 Gray (weathering brownish) cross-bedded calcareous sandstones containing subrounded and rounded pebbles and
fragmented, rounded, massive cora l colonies (l2 x 10 cm maximum) lowermost.
15.00 Covered by scree with poorly exposed sandstones. Approx imately 5 m above the formerly described coralllferous
bed there exists a poorly exposed bed of gray (weathering yellow) calcareous sandstone with colonies of ProtolonI
sdalelastraea.
0.15 Pale gray or yellowish calcareous sandstone grading upwards into
1.85 gray calcareous pebbly sandstone with rare fragmentes of solitary cora ls.
0.50 Gray-pinkish micritic limestone.
1.30 Covered by scree.
0.60 Gray (weathering yellowish) cross-bedded calcareous sandstones .
5.50 Covered by scree.
3.00 A lens of steel-gray, irregularly bedded, quartzltic pebbly sandstones with lenses of cross-bedded sandstones and
intercalated conglomerates with the largest cobble 21 cm in diameter . The unit grades upwards Into
0.30 steel-gray quartzitic sandstones.
1.00 Covered by scree.
0.30 Gray calcareous pebbly sandstone with subrounded c1asts up to 3 cm in diameter. All corals (occurri ng mainly
in lower part of the bed) are fragmented.
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0.30 Poorly exposed, dark, bituminous limestone packed with corals, brachiopods and crinoid columnals. The true
thickness is greater than that exposed.
6.50 Covered by scree of black marly shales.
1.40 Light gray. thickly bedded quart zitic sandstones.
17.0 Covered by scree.

Kapp Starostin Formation
Chert y limestones mostly covered by scree, not measured width of exposure approx . 1 m.
SECTION 5

(150/30 E, 770 m south of Creek IV, northern side of Creek 11)
Upper Treskelodden beds
1.35 Gray (weathering yellowish), cross-bedded quartzitic sandstone with lenses of quartzitic pebbly sandstones lower
most.
1.00 Dark gray hard quartzitic sandstone with abundant iron staining.
6.00 Covered by scree.
1.00 Gray (weathering yellowish and platy) cross-bedded calcareous sandstones grading upwards into
0.10 poorly sorted, gray calcareous pebbly sandstones with one c1ast 22 x 10 cm in diameter. but with average ones smaller than 3 cm. Small fragments of solitary corals are usually angular.
0.70 Gray (weathering yellowish) thickly bedded sandstones of sharp base, grading upwards into
0.30 brownish pebbly sandstone.
4.30 Covered by scree. In lower part there are poorly exposed (not measured) thinly bedded calcareous sandstones with
fragments of fasciculate colonies of rugose corals.
3.60 Gray (weathering brownish) locally cross-bedded calcareous sandstones with flat lenses and intercalations of pebbly sandstones grading upwards into
2.30 gray (weathering yellowish) cross-bedded calcareous sandstones with lenses of pebbly sandstones several centimeters to some meters long. The unit grades upwards into .
1.40 gray calcareous pebbly sandstone passing laterally into calcareous sandstones or calcareous conglomerates. Abundant large fragments of solitary corals and rare fragments of colonial corals occur in upper part of the bed.
0.15 Gray shales.
0.60 Gray-pinkish micritic limestone with rare fragments of coral colonies.
1.30 Thick bed of gray-brownish calcareous sandstone with abundant c1asts of chert and with rare fragments of rugose
corals.
3.80 Covered by scree.
1.50 Dark gray quartzitic sandstones in beds 30-40 cm thick, passing northwards into conglomerate and upwards into
1.45 whitish quartzitic sandstone passing laterally into pebbly sandstone and upwards into
0.70 steel-gray quartzitic conglomerate with subrounded pebbles, composed mainly of white chert, 9 cm in maximum
diameter.
2.10 Covered by scree.
0.40 Pale gray thinly bedded quartzitic sandstone, platy when weathered.
0.60 Gray (weathering brownish) calcareous sandstones with c1asts of chert and fragments of solitary corals in its lower
part.
10.70 Covered by scree. In the middle part poorly exposed, dark gray coralliferous limestones.
1.10 Pale gray quartzitic sandstones, thinly bedded in the upper part.
12.50 Covered by scree.
1.20 Whitish quartzitic sandstone in two beds.
3.50 Covered by scree.

Kapp Starostin Formation
4.70 Cherty limestones ' with brachiopod fauna; the base is not exposed.
SECTION 6

,

(170/42 E, a composite section based on exposures located 400-420 m S of Creek IV)
Upper Treskelodden beds
0.50 Poorly exposed dark gray quartzitic sandstone.
10.00 Covered by scree.
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0.50 Gray (weathering brownish) sandstone with c1asts of chert,
1.80 Covered by scree.
0.40 Brownish ferruginous -calcareous sandstones passing laterally into thin- and cross-bedded calcareous sandstone'
with intercalation s of pebbly sandstones.
4.00 Covered by scree.
0.85 Gray cross-bedded calcareou s pebbly sandston e passing laterally into calcareous sandstones. Fragments of soli- .
tary coral s and fasciculate colonies are rare and scatt ered.
0.40 Gray-pinkish micritic limestone.
1.60 Covered by scree.
0.40 Gra y-yellowish calcareous sandstone with local cross-bedding and with rare, scattered c1asts of chert.
4.00 Covered by scree.
0.35 Whitish quartzitic sandstone.
9.70 Covered by scree.
0.50 Gray (weathering yellowish) calcareous sandstone grading upwards into
0.30 gray calcareous pebbly sandstone grading upwards into
0.20 yellowish marly sands tone.
0.50 Calcaroeus medium- and coarse-graine d sands tones grading upwards into gray limestone . Fragments of solitary
and colonial corals occur both in limestone and in sandstone .
5.00 Covered by scree.
2.10 Whitish quartzitic sandstones, thickly and cross-bedded in the upper part with elongated lenses and intercalations
of quartzit ic pebbly sands tones.
7.20 Covered by scree.
2.00 Whitish cross-bedded quartzltic sandstones, more massive and thickly bedded in the upper part .
2.50 Covered by scree.
0.20 Poorly sorted conglomerate or pebbly sandstone with pebbles up to 7 cm in maximum diameter .
1.80 Covered by scree.
1.00 Gr ay calcareous sand stone with rare, small fragments of colonial corals and with comparatively abu ndant fragments of brachiopod shells.
0.60 G ray calcareous sandstone with rare colo nial corals.
0.50 Gray sandy limestone with abundant colonial corals .
0.30 G ray sandy limestone with karst wash outs and fissures on the upper surface and with intercalations of calcareous
sandstones. Small fragments of colonial corals occur both in limestone and in sandstone.

Kapp Starostin Formation
0.05-0.20 Calcareous conglomerate with erosiona l base.
4.50 Cherty limestone with brachiopod fauna .
SECTION 7

(170/53 E, 120 m south of Creek IV)
Upper Treskelodden beds
3.30 Dark gray cross-bedded quartzitic sandstones in beds of varying thickness. Lenses of quartzi tic pebbly sandstones
are more abundant in the middle part of the unit .
4.50 Covered by scree.
0.10 Gr ay-yellowish calcareous pebbly sandstone with scattered fragments of solitary and colonia l rugose cora ls grading upward s into
0.90 gray-yellowish th inly- and cross-bedded calcareous sands tones.
2.40 Scree with reddish and gray calcareou s sandstones poorly exposed loca lly.
0.40 G ray (weathering yellow) calcareous sandstone with 0.5- 2.0 cm clasts lowermost and with rare, massive colonies
of rugose corals.
8.50 Covered by scree.
1.00 Grayish cross-bedded sandsto nes. A deep erosive wash-out within them is filled up with conglomerate.
11.50 A low heap of dark waste with approximately a 2 m wide belt of gray-brownish coralliferous, calcareous sandstone
and dark-gray coralliferous limestone.
8.40 Covered by scree. Some loose material is derived from dark cora lliferous limestone.
1.50 White quartzitic sandstone, thinly bedded in the middle part, grading upwards into
0.60 pale gray, coarse-grained quartzitic sandstone .
4.70 Covered by scree .
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0.85
3.20
0.60
3.00
1.00
2.00

Whitish, fine-grained quartzitic sandstone.
Covered by scree.
A bed of calcareous sandstone with c1asts of chert.
Covered by scree.
G ray calcareous sandstone with abu nda nt solit ary corals in its upper part.
Gr ay calca reous fine-grained sandstone with lenses of gray pebbly sand stones and with scattered brachiopods and
rug ose corals.
.
3.00 G ray san dy limestones with lenses and interc alati ons of calcareou s sandstones. A fauna of colonial and solitary
rug ose corals is especially abunda nt in the upper part of the unit. Karst wash-outs and fissures are developed up permo st.

Kapp Starostin Formation
0.05- 0.20 Calcareous conglomerate of eros ive base.
4.60 -4 .80 Chert y limeston es with braehiopod faun a.
SECTION 8

(162/55 E, somewhat composite, 180-240 m N of Creek IV)
Upper Treskelodden beds
3.30 Dark to pale gray , often cross-bedded quartzitie sandstones with lenses and intercalations of quartzitic coarsegrained pebbly san dstones. ("Gray Conglomerate Horizon").
5.00 Covered by scree.
0040 G ray calcareous pebbly sandston es grading upwards into cross-bedded calcareous sandstones with ra re fragments
of rugose corals.
0.60 Gray-yellowish calcareous sandstones with lenses of ferruginous sandstones.
2.20 Covered by scree. In the middle of the scree there are traces of yellow and red sha les.
,0.35 G ray (weathering yellow) calcareous sandsto nes with c1asts of whitish cher f (fines upwards). Massive colonies,
fragments of fasciculate colonies and solita ry ru gose corals occur in coarser sands tone lowermost.
1.50 Covered by scree. Ca lcareous san dstones similar to a bove are exposed locally.
0.20 G ray (weat hering yellowish) calcareous sa ndstone. .
, 5.50 Mostly covered by scree. Slabs of yellowish calcareous sandsto nes, 15-20 cm thick are occasionally seen.
0.75 Pale gray cross-b edded calcareous sandstone passing grad ually upwards into pebbly sandstone with rare fragments
of rugose corals.
18.50 Covered by scree.
0.90 Gray limesto nes with large, overturned, fasciculate colonies of rugose cora ls in the bottom part, grading upwa rds
I
into
0.70 gray sandy limestone with small crinoid colu mnals and with 2-3 cm thick intercalations of calcareous sandstones .
Rar e fragments of solitary and colonial ru gose corals are present both in sandstones a nd in limestones .
14.50 Covered by. scree.
.
1.65 Whitish quartzitic sand stones, thi nly-bedded in the upp er and cross -bedded in the lower part of the unit.
3.20 Covered by scree.
0.30 Dark gray quartzit ic sandsto ne with c1asts of whitish chert up to 4 cm in diameter.
1.60 Covered by scree.
0.20 Gray quart zitic, cross-bedded sand stone.
6.30 Poorly exposed, gray sandy limestone s with rare solitary corals and with abundant massive colonial rugo se corals
with very large corallites. The largest colony. is 1.10 m in diameter and 50 cm in height.

Kapp Starostin Formation
._--- Cherty limestones, not measured, mostly covered by scree. The contact with the Upper Treskelodden beds is not
exposed ..
SECTION 9

(162/65 E, approximately 700 m N of Creek IV)
Upp er Treskelodden beds
Note: Several beds in the following section, especially tho se of the lower part are poorly exposed . The succession is as
deposited, although thickness of particular unit s may be incorrect.
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2.70 Gray thickly-bedded, quartzitic pebbly sandstone composed mainly of subrounded c1asts of whitish chert and gray

quartzitic sandstones. Fines upwards into
gray thinly-bedded quartzitic sandstones, mostly scree covered ("Gray Conglomerate Horizon").
Yellowish to reddish thinly-bedded calcareous sandstones, mostly scree covered.
Poorly exposed yellowish cross-bedded calcareous sandstones with abundant c1asts of chert lowermost.
Covered by scree.
'
Scree of gray (weathering yellow) calcareous sandstones with small c1asts of chert and massive colonies of rugose
corals. Fines upwards.
5.00 Covered by scree of thinly-bedded sands tones with c1asts of whitish chert.
0.30 Reddish conglomerate with pebbles 7 cm in maximum diameter and with fragment s of solitary corals .
8.00 Covered by scree.
0.40 Gray irregularly bedded conglomerate with c1asts of whitish chert and gray quartzitic sandstones attaining 10 cm
in diameter.
1.80 Pale gray thickly bedded quartzitic sandstone.
1.00 A thick bed of calcareous sandstone; iron staining common .
9.00 Covered by scree that is mainly composed of thinly-b edded, fine-grained sandstones.
1.70 Pale gray thickly bedded calcareous sandstones with large colon ies of rugose corals abundant uppermost.
1.20 Pale yellowish thickly bedded calcareous sandstones with local thin lenses of ferruginous sandstones; both, massive
and fasciculate colonies of rugose corals are present.
0.80 Poorly exposed, thinly-bedded calcareous sandstones.
2.10 Pale-gray thickly-bedded quartzitic sandstones.
0.50 A bed of pale gray pebbly sandstone grading upward s into cross-bedded sandstone.
1.50 Gray very coarse-grained sands tones intercalated with thin beds of pale gray medium- and fine-grained, cross-bedded sandstones.
13.70 Poorly exposed, gray and pale gray quartzitic sands tones in beds 20-40 cm thick, possible with local sandy shales.
2.00 Three beds of gray quartzitic sandstone. The upper bed (1.3 m thick) shows intercalated calcareous sandstones
which are more abundant uppermost.
4.50 Poorly exposed gray sandy limestones showing local cross-bedding and containing abundant fauna of rugose and
tabulate corals.
•
2.00 Gray thickly-bedded, sandy limestone with intercalated ferruginous and calcareous sands tones, which also fill vertical fissures (clastic dikes?) in limestones. Abundant coral fauna composed mainly of massive colonies of rugosans
occur in local accumulations.
4.80 Poorly exposed, gray sandy limestones with intercalated yellowish calcareous sandstones up to IS cm thick (clastic
dikes ?). Coral fauna is not abundant and is restricted to sarldy limestones.
1.60
5.00
0.70
2.60
0.70

Kapp Starostin Formation
- - Charty limestones, not measured, mostly scree covered.
SECTION 10

(160/58 E, lower part of the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet)
Upper Treskelodden beds
Gray quartzitic sandstones and conglomerates ("Gray Conglomerate Horizon"), not measured.
20.00 Covered by scree.
·1.30 Gray calcareous pebbly sands tones grading upwards into coarse-grained calcareous sandstone with 2 cm clasts

uppermost.
0.45 Gray (weathering yellowish) sandy limestone with colonies of Tschussovskenia,
0.55 Gray (weathering yellowish) sandy limestones with small, scattered bioclastic fragments.
10.20 Covered by scree.

0.55 A bed of brownish medium-grained calcareous sandstone.
1.20 Brownish calcareous sandstones in beds 5-20 cm thIck with rare clasts of chert (up to 1.5 cm) and with scattered
solitary rugose corals.
1.55 A bed of brownish calcareous sandstone with rare, scattered solitary corals which show a predominantly N-S
lineation.
0.35 Gray-brownish medium-grained calcareous sandstone.
1.35 A bed of gray sandy limestone with up to 2 cm clasts lowerrnost, with abundant crinoid columnals, rounded massive colonies of rugosans (30 x 9 cm maximum) and fragments of bryozoan colonies deposited in local accumulations.
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8.80
1.70
4.20
2.50
1.20

Covered by scree.
Gray to yellowish thickly-bedded, fine-grained calcareous sandstones.
Dark and pale gray quartzitic sands tones with c1asts up to 2 cm in diameter.
Covered by scree.
Brown coarse-grained calcareous sandstone with a 10 cm thick bed of pebbly sandstone lowermost. Another pebbly
sandstone intercalation in the middle part of the sandstone contains large fragments of solitary corals.
2.10 Gray sandy limestone with rare solitary corals and crinoid columnals.
3.00 Yellowish calcareous sandstones with lenses of gray limestones and sandy limestones.
4.00 Gray sandy limestone grading upwards into limestone with ferruginous sandstone "veins" (clastic dikes?) . Rare
rugose corals and crinoid columnals occur in the limestone.
2.00 Gray (weathering yellow) sandy limestone composed mainly of angular fragments of massive coral colonies and
some fragments of solitary corals (biogenic breccia).
3.00 Gray thickly bedded sandy limestone with abundant but fragmentary brachiopod shells, frequent colonial corals,
rare solitary corals and many crinoid columnals. Thin intercalated yellowish calcareous sandstones also fill vertical fissures in the limestone (clastic dikes ?).
0.30 Gray calcareous sandstone with poorly seen cross-bedding and with rare brachiopod fragments.
2.60 Gray thickly-bedded limestones with intercalated brownish calcareous sandstones more ~ommon lowermost. Similar sandstone infilling vertical fissures in the limestones (clastic dikes ?). Colonies and, less frequently, solitary
rugose corals are more abundant lowermost.
1.60 Gray thickly-bedded sandy limestones with fissures (clastic dikes?) and coral fauna as in the underlying unit. Karst
phenomena (wash-cuts and fissures) developed uppermost.

Kapp Starostin Formation
0.30 Calcareous conglomerates of erosional base.
6,00 Cherty limestones with brachiopod fauna.
SECTION 11

(162/60 E, upper part of the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet)
Upper Treskelodden beds
-

Dark gray quartzitic, thickly bedded sandstones and pebbly sandstones ("Gray Conglomerate Horizon"), not
measured
2.50 Covered by scree.
1.00 Gray (weathering brownish) thinly bedded quartzitic sandstone.
0.30 Gray calcareous pebbly sandstone composed of rounded chert grading upwards into
0.90 gray (weathering yellowish) thickly cross-bedded sandstone.
0.35 A bed of gray calcareous, fine-grained sandstone.
0.15 Gray pebbly sandstone composed mainly of chert.
0.40 Red calcareous, thinly-bedded sandstones.
0.40 Yellow calcareous, thinly-bedded sandstones.
2.00 Pale gray pebbly sandstone (cobbles 10-15 cm maximum) fines upwards into calcareous sandstone with abundant,
well preserved solitary corals.
0.20 Gray sandy limestone with abundant solitary and colonial corals; fasciculate colonies most common.
1.70 Yellowish and brownish fine-grained calcareous sandstones in beds 20-50 cm thick with cross-bedding lowermost.
2.00 Red and yellow thinly-bedded sandstones intercalated with sandy shales.
0.30 Pale gray and pinkish pebbly sandstone, coarser in the middle part, with incomplete solitary and colonial corals.
5.00 Brownish and yellowish thinly-bedded sandstones intercalated with similar sandy shales.
1.45 Gray to pinkish conglomerates with largest cobbles 14 cm in diameter . Fines irregularly upwards.
1.50 A bed of pinkish fine-grained calcareous sandstone.
0.40 Gray sandstones in beds 5-10 cm thick.
2.30 Pinkish thickly-bedded calcareous sands tones.
1.40 Gray sandy limestones with abundant pink crinoid columnals and yellowish coral colonies (60 cm maximum diameter).
0.60 Gray (weathering yellowish) calcareous sandstones.
0.75 Gray-green shales.
3.10 Pale gray cross-bedded sandstpnes in beds up to 80 cm thick.
0.50 Red shales.
1.20 Red ferruginous, cross-bedded sandstone.
2.85 Gray thickly-bedded sandstones,
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Gray thinly-bedded sandstones.
Pale gray cross-bedded quartzitic sandstones.
Covered by scree.
Gray calcareous sandstones with abundant c1asts « 2 cm) lowermost and with a thin lens of fragmented cora ls in
the middle part.
Gray sandy limestone with scattered corals.
Gray (weathering brownish) calcareous sandstone s in beds 20-40 cm thick grading upwards into a gray limestone
covered by an irregular, thin bed of ferruginous sandstone.
Gray to brownish calcareous sandstones with solitary and colonial rugose corals.
Gray to pinkish biosparite with many crinoid columnals and both, solitary and colonial corals.
Covered by scree.
Gray thickly-bedded limestones, somewhat sandy with colonial corals and calstic dikes (1)
Gray thickly-bedded, sandy limestones with intercalated yellowish calcareous sandstones, which also fill vertical
fissures in the limestone (clastic dikes 1). The scattered coral fauna is composed mainly of massive colonies of rugosans. The uppermost surface of the unit was erod ed prior to the Kapp Staros tin Formation deposition .

Kapp Starostin Formation
0.20 Calcareous conglomera tes of erosional base.
5.30 Cherty limestone with brachiopod fauna.
SECTION 12

(Measured by Mr. K. MALKOWSKI, M . Se. along the ridge between Urnebreen an d Krusebreen)
Upper Treskelodden beds
- Several meters of conglomerates, pebbly sandstones and sandstones; not measured.
1.00 Gray laminated, non-fossiliferous calcareous sandstone.
1.50 Gray to pinkish or reddish micritic limestone.
2.00 Pale gray thickly bedded sandstones.
2.00 Gray non-fossiliferous marls.
4.00 Whitish-gray pebbly sandstones. Fining up.
1.00 Gray non-fossiliferous marls.
5.00 Pale gray non-fossiliferous marly sandstones with thin intercalated limestones.
10.00 Gray calcarenite with solitary and, less common, colonial corals. Colonies are smaller than those of the overlying
beds.
6.00 Gray nodular limestones medium to thickly bedded. Large « 80-cm in diameter) massive colonies of rugose corals
are especially abund ant lowermost.
2.00 Dark gray mainly nodular limestones with rare solitary and colonial rugose corals and with some tabula te corals.
3.00 Gray coarse-grained , non-fossiliferous limestone.
2.50 Covered by scree.
2.50 Pale gray, non-fossiliferous, plane-laminated sandy limestones or calcareous sandstones, more calcareous uppermost.
0.35 Dark gray non-fossiliferous marls.
0.80 Gray nodu lar, non-fossiliferous marly limestone.
1.70 Gray (weathering yellow) non-fossiliferous marly limestones.

Kapp Starostin Formation
-

Cherty limestone and their basal conglomerates (detailed description:

MALKOWSKI

(1982).

SECTION 13

(Northern slope of Kruseryggen, above Wibebreen)
Upper Treskelodd en beds
-

Some dozen meters of unmeasured clastic deposits, mainly quartzitic pebbly sandstones, conglomerates and minor
sands tones. Lower part of them may well belong to the lower Treskelodden beds.
1.20 Gray quartzitic pebbly sandstones passing laterally and vertically into sandstones.
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Geological sections of the upper Treskelodden beds on Treskelen. Legend as for the figure 3.
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Fig. 3
Geological sections of the Upper Treskelodden beds on Hyrnefjellet (Sections 10 and I I) and in the Burgerbukt a area. Section 12 along the ridge between Urne bereen
and Krusebreen. Section 13 on the northern slope of Kru seryggen. Legend: 1 limestone, 2 sandy limestone, 3 nodular limestone, 4 marly limestone, 5 cherty limestone of
Kapp Starostin Formation, 6 marl, 7 shale, 8 shale with limestone nodu lae, 9 thin-bedded sandstone or sandy shale, 10 quartzitic or other non-calcareous sandstone,
11 calca reous sandstone, 12 cross-bedded sandstone, 13 conglomerate, 14 cerioid coral colony, 15 fasciculate coral colony, 16 solitary cora l, KPF - Kapp Starostin
Formation, G. C. - Grey Conglomerate "Horizon" , numbers 1-5 individual sets of cora lliferous beds.
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0.50 A bed of brownish calcareous sandstone.
0.60 Greenish-gray shales.
3.70 Reddish thickly-bedded pebbly sandstones and conglomerates composed mainly of rounded pebbles of whitish chert
and minor pebbles of quartziting sandstones, grading upwards into
0.80 brownish to whitish quartzitic sandstones with small c1asts.
1.10 Greenish-gray dolomitic sandstone with small c1asts of chert.
0.90 Gray cross-bedded calcareous sandstones with a bifurcating intercalation of a very coarse-grained sandstone in its
middle part.
0.20 Reddish calcareous pebbly sandstone with broken solitary corals, more abundant in coarser upper part
0.60 Pinkish micritic limestone.
0.30 Gray calcarenite composed mainly of fragmented brachiopods and incomplete solitary corals.
0.20 Yeliowish cross-bedded, fine-grained calcareous sandstone grading upwards into.
0.70 gray very coarse-grained calcareous sandstone with c1asts of chert up to 2 cm in diameter .
1.10 Gray quartzitic sandstones with abundant small « 2 cm) c1asts, grading upwards into
1.20 brownish quartzitic sandstones in three beds.
3.00 Gray (weathering yellowish) thinly-bedded sandstones.
1.20 Gray (weathering reddish) thickly-bedded calcareous sandstones with rare solitary corals and with c1asts of chert
up to 2 cm in diameter lowermost.
4.20 Reddish and yellowish (Iowermost greenish) fine-grained sandstones with cross-bedd ing developed in some beds.
0.30 Pinkish calcareous pebbly sandstone with small fragments of solitary corals.
1.00 Gray (weathering yellowish) sandy limestones with weak cross-bedding and with randomly distributed solitary
corals.
2.80 Gray rnarly, bituminous limestones in 40-50 cm, thick, lenticular beds with scarce fauna of brachiopods and solitary
corals.
0.70 Gray limestones with large « 60 cm in diameter) colonies of calcareous algae, developed mainly in the lower part
of the bed.
1.40 Gray sandy limestones highly fossiliferous: crinoid columnals, solitary corals and , less commonly, colonial corals.
0.40 Gray thinly-bedded. sandy limestones with abundant crinoid columnals, bryozoans and brachiopods.
1.40 Gray marly and sandy limestones (in beds 30-40 cm thick) with solitary and colonial corals in the upper part.
0.90 Pale gray thickly-bedded quartzitic sandstones.
0.10 Gray calcareous pebbly sandstone with solitary corals grading upwards into
1.50 gray calcareous sandstones with colonial and solitary rugose corals.
3.70 Gray sandy limestones intercalated with thin beds of calcareous sandstones. Abund ant solitary and, less frequent
colonial corals occur in the upper part of the unit.
9.30 Scree of gray sandy and marly limestones with abundant colonies of Tschussovskenia and solitary corals.
2.80 Gray thickly-bedded (more or less sandy) limestones with solitary and colonial corals.
2.10 Gray (weathering yellowish) limestones in beds 20-50 cm thick with solitary corals.

Non-fossiliferous series (=? Unit 2 of
0.10
1.50
5.50
7.00
5.20
0.10
0.90
0.30
0.60
4.50
1.50
1.40
4.30
1.80
2.00

NYSAETHER

Gray pebbly sandstone composed of whitish chert and gray quartzitic sandstones, grading upwards into
gray medium to thickly cross-bedded calcareous sandstones.
Gray thickly-bedded quartzitic sandstones with well developed cross-bedding.
Gray (weathering yellowish) dolomitic and calcareous sandstones in beds 10-70 cm thick with four intercalations
of shales.
Gray thickly-bedded marly limestone.
Gray shales with nodules of dolomitic limestone.
Gray nodular, dolomitic limestone grading upwards into
gray shales with nodules of dolomitic limestone.
A bed of gray sandstone.
Gray nodular, thickly-bedded, marly and dolomitic limestones.
Gray thickly-bedded sandstones.
Gray dolomitic cross-bedded sandston es in beds 20-40 cm thick.
Gray thickly-bedded (up to over 1 m) sandy limestones passing laterally into marls.
Gray thickly-bedded dolomitic sandstones with cross-bedding in its middle and upper parts .
Gray thickly-bedded, nodular, dolomitic and sandy limeston e.

Kapp Starostin Formation
-

1977)

Cherty limestones and their basal conglomerate of erosional base; not measured.
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THE CORAL FAUNA IN INDIVIDUAL SETS OF BEDS
The present chapter is concentrated on the biostratonomy of corals and contains discussion on particular sets of coralliferous beds. The sedimentological interpretation of clastic
sequences is not discussed in detail. Only some generalized sedimentological remarks are
introduced to make the discussion more complete.
The Lower Permian sections in the Hornsund region form two natural groups, i. e. those
of the southern outcrop area of the Treskelen Peninsula and those of the northern area consisting of Urnetoppen, Kruseryggen and possibly also of isolated Permian outcrops on Triasnuten
and Braemfjellet. The following three characters 'distinguish the northern group of outcrops:
1) a lack of the two lowermost sets of coralliferous beds which are distinguishable on Treskelen,
2) much greater thickness of coralliferous limestones, and 3) an appearance of the non-fossiliferous unit uppermost. The,intermediate sections on Hyrnefjellet are more like the southern
sections 'in their facies development.
•
Investigation of the northern group of outcrops is too incomplete to analyse it in more
detail, thus the following discussion is concentrated mainly on southern and intermediate
groups of outcrops. Individual Coral Horizons introduced by BIRKENMAJER (1964) as stratigraphical units are not traceable in the same facies over a wide area and naturally interfinger
with other facies (the four lower horizons) or differ in thickness and 'in content when individual
sections are compared (V Coral Horizon). Most of these horizons, distinguished on Treskelen,
are not comparable with coralliferous sets in the northern group of outcrops. For these reasons
the concept of BIRKENMAJER (1964) is not followed here. It has to be pointed out, however,
that the coralliferous deposits form some widely spreaded sets, occupying similar levels in
particular geological sections (figs. 2 and 3). These sets, for a convenience of the following
discussion, will be numbered similarly to the Coral Horizons of BIRKENMAJER (1964).

THE GRAY CONGLOMERATE "HORIZON"

This unit is, in spite of its name, composed mainly of gray medium to very coarse-grained
quartzitic sandstones. At Treskelen and Hyrnefjellet true conglomerates are only sporadically ,
developed in local lenses. The term "horizon" should not be applied to this unit for the reasons
discussed later for the "Coral Limestone Horizons". More neutral term is not proposed, however, because the lower limit of the unit was not studied in adequate detail.
In the southernmost outcrop (Section 2) the Gray Conglomerate consists mainly of
dark gray, thickly-bedded quartzitic sandstones with cross-bedding in their lower, coarser,
more conglomeratic parts. In the upper dark sandstones there is abundant iron staining and
common small fragments of carbonized plants. The deposits became gradually paler and more
variable northwards. Retaining a sandy texture they became lenticular, often cross-bedded
with lenses of conglomerates composed of pebbles up to 4 cm in diameter and with fragments
of plants up to 30 cm long. In spite of these changes in grain size and rock texture the total
thickness of the unit remains almost constant. The high degree of rounding of pebbles in the
Gray Conglomerate has already been mentioned by BIRKENMAJER (1964) and SIEDLECKA (1968).
Sand grains in the Conglomerate are angular and poorly sorted (pl, 22: 4). It is possible that
larger clasts and pebbles were recycled from the older deposits and further rounded, while
sand grains were freshly derived from a primary source. There is no proof that any of the
conglomerates of the northern slope of Kruseryggen are equivalent to the Gray Conglomerate
Horizon, but this seems probable on the basis of their position in the section. This suggests
gradual decrease of grain size southwards.
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THE FIRST SET OF CORALLIFEROUS BEDS

The coral fauna of this set was found for the first time in the western limb of the Hyrnefjellet anticline by the author (Section 2). Corals also appear to be much more widespread than
was supposed previously in the eastern limb of the same anticline .
In the southernmost section of this set (Section 2) the coralliferous sediments are exposed
only at low tide. Maximum thickness of the unit reaches 1·3 m, but it thins quickly towards
SE. The bed is not completely wedged out, however, remaining 40-50 cm thick along the last
30-40 m accessible for study. Largest pebbles are concentrated in the lower part of the bed
(pI. ' 5: 3, 6). Conglomerates appear to have sharp but non-erosive contacts with underlying
beds. Pebbles of white chert and gray quartzitic sandstones are most common. They are often
flat and subrounded with lineation 310°-330° (pI. 5: 3, 6).
The unequal conglomeratic layer grades up into lenticular gray and pale gray calcareous
and dolomitic, fine-, medium- and coarse-grained sandstones (pI. 5:2, 3, 5, 6). The sedimentation of the coralliferous deposits ends with fine-grained, pale calcareous sandstone with
numerous bioclasts of crushed brachiopod shells, fragments of calcareous algae and small
fragments of fasciculate coral colonies. Lower in the unit several pleurotomariacean gastropods are found with vertically oriented columellae. Brachiopods occur mainly in the lower,
conglomeratic part of the unit. More complete colonies of calcareous algae are not frequent ,
but several of them were found in sandstones (pI. 14:7, 8).
The abundant coral fauna consists of rare massive colonies of Tabulata and common
branching and massive colonies of Rugosa (pI. 5:2-6). All these colonies are abraded, rounded
(sometimes irregularly, pI. 5: 4), and flattened. Lineation. of their long axes agrees with that
of other clasts. Fragmented, cylindrical, single branches of colonies show long axes oriented
generally E-W in over 90 p. c. cases. They appear in two impersistent horizons, traceable
for a distance of a few meters (pI. 5: 2, 5) and are also irregularly scattered throughout the
sandy part of the unit (pI. 5: 3, 5, 6).
The first set of coralliferous beds on the eastern limb of the Hyrnefjellet anticline is exposed (except for scree cover) from Creek 1I, approximately 1100 m south of Creek IV, to
over 200 m north of this Creek. The thickness of coralliferous beds varies from 0·05 m in most
part of the area to 0·9 m at Creek IV. Along most of the outcrop from Section 3 to Section
8 there are only thin (5-10 cm) inconstant conglomeratic intercalations between thinly bedded
calcareous sandstones (pI. 6: 1-4). The given intercalations form more or less well traceable
horizons from several meters to several dozens of meters long. It is impossible to be certain,
however, whether particular horizons of the scree isolated outcrops are coeval. It is clearly
seen from the fig. 2 that they are all located within a small thickness of the set. Coral fragments
found in these conglomeratic intercalations are often spaced over dozens or so meters. They
consist mostly of fragment ed branching colonies of Rugosa. Fragmented solitary corals and
well rounded massive colonies are rare (pI. 6: 5). Well rounded cobbles of white chert (up to
20 cm in diameter) or gray quartzitic sandstones are also seen occasionally (pI. 6: 1).
As suggested by SIEDLECKA (1968) and CZARNIECKI (1969) the sediments of Creek IV
are exceptional when compared with other parts of Treskelen peninsula. This is especially
true of the first set qf coralliferous beds, the sediments of which are much thicker than those
seen nearby; although highly variable, they contain an abundant coral fauna, composed mainly
of branching colonies of rugose corals and rare massive colonies of rugose and tabulate corals.
No solitary rugosans have yet been found in this set in Creek IV. In spite of earlier opinions
the whole coral fauna is redeposited. Although the ' distribution of the fauna is much wider
than previously suppose it should be noted that the amount o"f biogenic remains decreases
rapidly both northwards and southwards. No massive colonies of rugose corals occur north
of Creek IV and fragments both of branching colonies of rugosans and massive colonies of
tabulate corals became successively smaller (pI. 8: 7); after some 40 meters all are replaced
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by small single twigs of fasciculate colonies. SIEDLECKA (1968: 76) noted a large variation in
the development of "I -Coral Horizon" around Creek IV and suggested that it probably wedged
out both to the south and north.
The present observations refute the statement by SIEDLECKA (1968 :77) that"... the corals
are here externally very well preserved and are discernibly in situ, in position of their growth
and development". Neither in Creek IV or elsewhere is there a coral colony in the first set
.of coralliferous beds which is complete and/or preserved in situ. A few colonies which apparently
lie in growth position show clear evidence of being transported and so stopped by obstacles
on the sea bottom, e. g. by a large cobble (pI. 7: 2). Such an "arrested" colony presents an
obstacle for subsequent pebbles or fragments of colonies (pI. 7 :3). The randomly oriented
pebbles, fragments of coral colonies and intraclasts of gray limestone are seen to form a small
enbankment (pI. 8: 3). Most of the colonies described by SIEDLECKA (1968: 78) as "rooted
usually in the bottom part of the sandstone layer and only the largest of them reach to its top"
rest in fact on their sides as indicated by the arrangement of their corallites (pI. 7: 5). In addition to the large fragments of colonies there are also seen randomly oriented smaller fragments
(pI. 7: 4, 8; pI. 8: 8) or intertwined fragments of different colonies (pI. 7: 6) or disorderly accumulations Ofindividual twigs of branching colonies (pI. 7: 7 ; pI. 8: 1). Some fragments of branching
colonies show signs of abrasion (pI. 7:4, middle part). Such pebble-like fragments are less common in Creek IV than in the Section 2. In contrast to the latter Section, the matrix which fills
spaces within branching colonies in Creek IV or that in aggregates of accumulated, broken
twigs, is usually similar to that of the surrounding rock. No colonies were observed to show
calices preserved. 'One large colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea exhibits characters which suggest
that some polyps survived transportation. This colony was redeposited upside down (pI. 9: 1)
and abrasion of certain surfaces suggests that it was probably moved by traction over the sea
bottom in this inverted position. Directions of regenerated growth of corallites (shown by
arrows on pI. 9: 1) suggest their continued growth after redeposition. This may also suggest
that the primary life environment of this colony cannot have been far from its present position.
The ability of rapid regeneration of a colony from small surviving fragments which is observed in Scleractinia (pI. 10: 5) supports this interpretation.
Deposits immediately under the first set of coralliferous beds show local erosive structures
with a lateral extent of 1-2 m (pI. 8: 2). More often this boundary is sharp, but not clearly
erosional (pI. 7: 4). Sometimes it can be interpreted as gradational (pI. 8: 8). Local erosive
structures have also been observed within the first set of coralliferous beds in Creek IV (pI.

8:4, 8).
The last fragment of a coral colony was found 220 m north of Creek IV. Northwards
from this point the equivalents of the first set of coralliferous beds do not contain fossils although their character remains similar to that observed southernmore on Treskelen.
Two observations should be stressed to summarize the above discussion: I) The deposition of the coral fauna is uneven. Being scattered, rare and very fragmented along most of
the area, corals are accumulated as large fragments only in two separated points: in Creek
IV and in Section 2. This accumulation is accompanied by a local increase of thickness of coralliferous deposits. 2) There is a mixture of remanie, reworked and drifted assemblages of corals
observed as being accompanied either by colonies of calcareous algae or by a coral colony
possibly transported in vivo.
NON-FOSSILIFEROUS DEPOSITS

Beds immediately overlying the first set of coralliferous beds are often exposed, but higher
units are usually scree covered. In Section 2 the coralliferous beds are overlain by 2·9 m of
fine-grained calcareous sandstones showing lateral and vertical colour variations from gray
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to dark red. The lower 1·4 m of these sandstones is highly bioturbated by small tunnel systems
(pI. 21: 1, 2). Tunnel walls are enriched in carbonates. Bioturbations extend 20 cm down into
individual units and therefore suggest rapid deposition of each bed.
Beds immediately overlying the first set of coralliferous beds in the eastern limb of the
Hyrnefjellet anticline with a lateral outcrop over 500 m northwards of Section 3 consist of
cross-bedded calcareous sandstones, similar to those underlying the coralliferous beds. Calcareous sandstones pass laterally into quartzitic sandstones (developed over a distance of
400 m, pI. 6:2-4). Higher up in the unit local development of gray and red shales interfingering
with sandstones could be observed. Deposits immediately under the second set of coralliferous
beds became again more sandy with carbonate cement.

THE SECOND SET OF CORALLIFEROUS BEDS

This set, very incompletely exposed, extends from Section 3 on Treskelen to the lower
part of southern slope of Hyrnefjellet. The better preserved coralliferous beds, 15-50 cm thick,
consist of gray (weathering yellow) calcareous sandstones coarser lowermost, with no traces
of cross-bedding. Corals (mainly rounded colonies of Protolonsdaleiastraea) were randomly
found elsewhere, but only outcrops in Creek IV are complete enough for more detailed investigations. The random observations made in the poorly outcropped area outside this Creek
could be summarized as follows: 1) The lithological character of this set is comparatively
constant. 2) Corals are more abundant and preserved in larger fragments north of Creek IV.
Some fragments of Protolonsdaleiastraea measured in the vicinity of Creek I reach 40 cm in
diameter. Scattered solitary rugose corals and fragmented brachiopods are present between
Creeks I and IV, while none were found southernmore.
The entire coral fauna of this set is redeposited. Even the largest coral colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea (80 X 35 cm), which seemingly rests in growth position shows an eroded
lower surface and sides and no calices of corallites are preserved. Its present mushroom-like
shape, which suggests a horizontal or even inverted (downwards) direction of growth in its
lower part (pI. 9: 2, right side) results from destruction. This is indicated by the arrangement
and direction of growth of individual corallites in that marginal part of the colony. They grew
obliquely upwards and sidewards from an area which no longer exists in the colony (bounded
by dashed line on pI. 9: 2). Both lower and upper parts of corallites are destroyed (pI. 9: 4).
The original colony was probably hemispherical in form.
Quite abundant massive colonies of Tabulata show similar destruction. A colony resting
in apparent growth position (pI. 9 :2, left side) shows a destroyed lower surface (pI. 10:2) with
individual corallites not growing from each other but being cut far above their offsetting
points. Clearly overturned colonies (pI. 9: 3) and fragments of massive and branching colonies
are also seen. All larger biogenic fragments are grouped together with larger clastic pebbles
in the lower part of the beds. Fragments of twigs of branching colonies, although most frequent lowermost, are also scattered locally throughout the whole bed (pI. 10:4). Orientation
of these cylindrical fragments may indicate a general (?) or local (?) transport direction towards
the south. Current direction is also indicated by the concentration of coarser fraction on the
lee side of a tabul ate coral colony (pI. 9: 2).
The second set of coralliferous beds is only exposed in a 3 m long outcrop on the southern
slope of Hyrnefjellet (pI. 10:5). Most of the bed consists of randomly oriented twigs and small
parts of branching colonies and of angular fragments of massive colonies of rugose corals
in a fine-grained calcareous sandstone. The entire sediment resembles biogenic breccia (pI.
10:3). More detailed study here was not possible because of inadequ ate exposure.
In Creek IV, approximately 1·8 m above the afore-described coralliferous bed of second
set, there is a 9 m long and 60 cm thick lens built of white chert and gray quartzitic sandstones
3-
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pebbles (pI. 12: 1). It contains an abundant fauna of redeposited, mostly fragmented, large,
solitary corals and rare fragments of Protolonsdaleiastraea colonies. This lens passes laterally
into very coarse calcareous sandstone, which eventually disappears between medium- and
fine-grained calcareous sandstones.

NON-FOSSILIFEROUS DEPOSITS

Sediments overlying the second set of coralliferous beds are poorly exposed. On Treskelen they consist mainly of thin cross-b edded , light gray or yellowish calcareous sandstones
with randomly distributed, small pebbles. Small lenses of very coarse-grained sandstones
are frequently observed. The upper part of this unit is best exposed in the northern part of
Creek 11 (Section 5, pI. 13 :l a, b, 2a, b). Thin beds of light gray or yellowish calcareous sandstones
are there cross-bedded and very variable, passing later ally into very coarse-grained sandstone
lenses. Individual clasts , consisting mainly of whitish chert are subrounded and vary between
0,2-2,0 cm in diameter. Pebbles 3-4 cm in diameter occur sporadically.
The unit is also exposed on the upper slope of Hyrnefjellet (Section 11). Sediments there
are quartzitic and only the uppermost 1·3 m of the unit resembles beds of the Treskelen sections in their content of thinly-bedded calcareous sandstones.
As the first and second sets of coralliferous beds were not found on Urnetoppen and
Kruseryggen, it should be mentioned that the third set of coralliferous beds is underlain there
by more or less calcareous sandstones, over 1 m thick.
The similarity of deposits underlying the first set of coralliferous beds on Treskelen and
to a lesser.degree also on Hyrnefjellet to thos e dividing the two coralliferous sets and overlying
the second set is stricking and well demonstrates an episodic character of the two lower sets
of coralliferous beds. It also shows that sediments on that area, deposited between the Gray
Conglomerate and the third set of coralliferous beds should be treated as a single unit, what
has already been done by BIRKENMAJER (1964, Table 3). The occurrence of this unit is restricted,
however, and its corrrelation with the northern part of the area seems especially uncertain
as far as its lower limit is concerned.

THE THIRD SET OF CORALLIFEROUS BEDS

Deposits assignable or equivalent to this set are widespread over the entire studied area.The
unit is always marked by a bed of calcareous conglomerates or pebbly sandstones, which either
rest with erosive contact on underlying beds or show a direct gradation from these or, rarely,
interfinger with them . In the western limb of Hyrnefj ellet anticline (Sections 1 and 2; pI. 5: 1)
conglomerates of this set are mainly composed of gray quartzitic sandstones pebbles; whitish
chert pebbles are less frequent. The maximum diameter of subrounded, imbricated cobbles
reaches 25-30 cm. In addition to them two blocks of gray sandstones, up to 60 cm in diameter
were also observed. Conglomerates contain several irregul ar lenses of sandstones with lateral
extents of 1 to 6 meters. The lower 3,0-3,5 m of these conglomerates contain no fauna. Very
abundant colonial and solitary corals, accompanied by rare gastropods and calcareous algae
(pI. 6: 6) occur in a thickness of approximately 15 cm of conglomerates which otherwise do
not differ from under- and over-lying units. Coral colonies are all flat and very wide. The
largest preserved, incomplete colony was 192 x 127 cm in diameter with the long axis directed ,
N-S. As with most other colonies in this unit it is preserved upside down (pI. 11:3). The
long axes of all colonies show similar lineation independent of their attitude (pI. 11 :4). Maximum
observed height of colonies is 10 cm. Original height was obviously only a little greater as
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ind icated by the arran gement of corallites, vert ical in the middle, and almost horizontal in
the peripheral parts of colonies. Th e exposed surfaces of colonies are now being modified by
present co stal erosion (pI. 11 :2-5), but th e pre-depositional a bras ion of the se colonies was
also frequently ob served. Colonies of similar shape and size have not been found in other
outcrop s of the set discussed.
The colonies noted above are accompanied by other redep osited faunal elements such
as solitary rugose corals (mainly Pseudotimania, pI. 11 :7, 8), fragments of colonies of tabulate
corals and fragmented brachiop od an d gastropod shell s. Pebbl es overgrown by calcareous
algae also occur (pI. IQ: 7). One of such pebbles of gray calcareou s, fine-grained sandstone
contains a fragment of solita ry coral. Althou gh both, the sa nds to ne a nd the bioclast are overgrown (pI. 10:60), the latt er pr otru de well a bove the pebbl e surface and do not penetrate
the sandstone deeply. This may suggest that the pebble was unconsolidat ed when transported
and was a rmed with the coral fragment. Such an interpretation corresponds with the other
observat ion s. Most of the fau na, especia lly solita ry corals, shows only sligh t traces of rounding,
being rather fragment ed than abraded. T he major ity of solitary rugosan skeletons are fragmented
lengthwise, as th ey often are by impact. N o trace of exotic matrix on any surface of fauna
or flora was ob served .
In the southernmo st ou tcro p on Treskelen (Section I) the coralliferous conglomerates
are covered by a bed of hard, gray, dolo mitic to calcareous sandsto ne with no fauna. This bed
is here considered an equiva lent to th e upper part of the set, develop ed further to the north
in the form of calcar eou s san dstones and/or micritic limestone with fossils.
The development of the third set of coralliferou s beds in the eas tern limb of the Hyrnefjellet a nticline is ob served on most of Treskelen sta rting from Section 3 up to the upper southern
slope of Hyrnefjellet (Sectio n 11). The coarse clastic dep osits of the con glomeratic beds of this
set became reduced in thickness a long this distan ce. This is accompanied by a decrease of
grain size. Finest fractions a re developed near the foot of Hyrnefjellet where maximum clast
size is 2 cm. Th e unit again coarsens no rthwa rds, sta rting from Section lion Hyrnefjellet
and in the Burgerbukta a rea. The th ick ness of the conglomeratic beds does not increase in the
northern region, however. A deta iled petrographical analysis of con glomerates of this set
was pre sented by SIEDLECKA (1968: 79). The cement and solita ry corals are coloured by ferruginous precipitates, while coral col oni es remain white.
Th e relati on of the third set of co ra llifero us beds to the underlying san dst ones varie s,
someti mes rapidly within an int erval of severa l meters. In the vicinity of Section 3, for exa mple
(pI. 12: I, left) a lat eral exposu re 15 m wide shows underlying sands to nes eith er interfingering
with the conglomerat es (pI. 12:20 , b) or erosion of the former by sha llow channels oriented
approximately W-E (pI. 12:4). In the same o utcrop a large block of yellowish calcareous
sandsto ne was fou nd (pl, 12:15). Th e lithology of this block suggests that it is prob ably derived
from the " 11 Clastic Hori zon ". Corals in the are a discussed a bove a re rare and are restricted
to the base of th e conglome rate unit. Th ey consist so lely of flat , discoidally rounded colonies
of Protolonsdaleiastraea (pl, 12 :3). Co nglomera tes interfinger upwards with calcareous sa ndsto nes similar to the underlying unit (pI. 12:20, b) and are even tually replaced by these.
Further to the north the develop ment of clastic deposits of th e set in que stion and their
relation to th e underlying beds a re similar to that descr ibed above . In Creek 11 (pl. 13: 1 a,
b; 20, b) a further dec rease in grain size is observed. U nits also show a grea t variation in lateral development. Sectio n 4 (pI. 13 :20, b) an d 5, which are 50 m apart (pI. 13: 10, b) are quite
different (compare description s), and de mon strate rapid lateral changes. For example a lens
of con glomerate (maximu m thickness 80 cm) has lat eral persistance of o nly 5 m and is repl aced
by calca reou s san ds tones. N o wash ou ts were observed in Creek 11 an d the lower layer of the
th ird set differs fro m the underlying beds o nly by a ra pid increase in grain size a nd by the presence of corals. M ost corals in this outcro p occu r in the upp er part of the co nglomerat ic unit.
Solitary Rugosa pr evail. Col on ial taxa are represented by small fragment s of Protolonsdaleia3'
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straea. All corals are redeposited; although somewhat fragmented, they show few traces of
rounding. Directions of long axes of some solitary corals are as follows: 0, 6, 25, 65, 90, 120
and 1400 (pl. 12: 6). This random lineation may result from the different shapes of the measured
fragments, ranging from cylindrical through long and short conical to horn-shaped forms.
Further to the north, i. e. between Creeks H and IV, the set is mostly covered by scree.
Isolated poor outcrops show a further reduction in grain size. In the vicinity of Section 6,
the lower unit is composed mainly of cross-bedded calcareous sandstones with intermittent
conglomeratic lenses. Corals are rare and are represented by small fragments of solitary specimens, found mainly in conglomerates. A similar development is observed in the only outcrop
of this , set found between Creek IV and Hyrnefjellet. Small exposures protruding from the
scree 180 north of Creek IV (pl, 13: 4) consist of 70 cm of calcareous cross-bedded thin sandstones with some coarser clasts and small fragments of solitary corals. The relation of this
bed to underlying units is uncertain.
The development of the third set of coralliferous beds in Creek IV differs from the adjacent exposures, a feature already noted in the two lower sets of coralliferous beds. Detailed
descriptions of the development in this section were given by BIRKENMAJER (1964), SIEDLECKA
(1968) and CZARNIECKI (1969), and only a few additional remarks are presented here.
The contact between the third set and uderlying beds varies here locally. In the southern
part of Creek IV there is a channel structure (pI. 14: 3), noted by earlier authors, but in northern
exposures the conglomeratic unit is much thinner (15 cm) and there is no apparent erosion
of the underlying calcareous sandstone. However, the boundary between the third set of coralliferous beds and underlying beds in Creek IV is sharper than in the outcrops described above.
A rich fauna of redeposited solitary and colonial rugose corals is found in the conglomeratic
unit. Most of these broken and slightly rounded specimens are concentrated in the upper
part of the bed. No corals are present in the conglomerate which fills the channel structure.
The succession from the conglomeratic unit to the overlying deposits of the set is clearly
displayed at Treskelen. In some exposures there are thin layers of shales with limestone nodules
(Creek IV) or without them (northern side of Creek H). In other exposures the conglomerates
grade upwards into calcareous sandstones (Sections 1, 10, 11) or are sharply overlain by graypinkish limestone (Section 4). The petrography of the gray-pinkish limestone in Creek IV
was described in detail by SIEDLECKA (1968: 79). It should be noted that: 1) The two units
of this limestone distinguished by her represent a local development in Creek IV and were
not seen by the present author further south. 2) The thickness of this unit is highly variable
increasing from 1·35 m in the southern to 1·65 m in the northern part of this Creek. The limestone thins southwards (see descriptions of sections) and it wedges out approximately 80 m
south of Section 4 to be replaced by calcareous sandstones. 3) This bed shows paracontemporaneous deformation with limonitic denser layers (pl. 13: 3, 5). Corals are very rare in the
limestone, but the first appearance of Protowentzelella colonies in the upper Treskelodden
beds (pI. 13: 5) is noteworthy.
The described limestone becomes more sandy upwards and grades into a thickly-bedded,
calcareous sandstone with scattered, well rounded clasts 0,5-1,5 cm in diameter: This sandstone,
seen in all good exposures between Creeks IV and H was described by BIRKENMAJER (1964)
as the lowermost layer of the "HI Clastic Horizon". SIEDLECKA (1968) included it into the '~IH
Coral Horizon", an interpretation supported by the presence of scattered corals. It passes
up into thinly-bedded, fine-grained calcareous sandstones and shales. CZARNIECKI (1969: 223)
divided the thickly bedded sandstone into two: a lower (75 cm) and an upper unit (25 cm);
the upper unit "fills erosional troughs in the lower and contains abundant well rounded grains
of quartz and fragments of single corals". Neither the present author, BIRKENMAJER (1964)
or SIEDLECKA (1968) found "erosional troughs" in this sandstone and the corals are mostly
not "single" (= solitary), but consist of fragmented twigs of branching colonies. Massive
colonies, described by CZARNIECKI (1969) as being "in original position" are all found as rounded
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peb bles (pI. 14: I). However, so me of the colonie s found in the sa ndie r upper part of the ca lcareous sa ndsto ne un it a re la rge and were redep osited in apparent life posit ion. Cylindrical
twigs of branching colonies, best seen on a bedding plane of the thickly bedded calcar eou s
sandstone in Creek H, sho w -S long axes lineat ion (pI. 13:7) .
T he th ird set of coralliferou s bed s on the .southern slope of Hyrnefjellet shows a variable
develop ment (see Sect ion s 10 a nd II in this pap er, also BIRKE MAJER, 1964:84 and CZARNIECK I,
1969: 227). In compari son to Treskelen , there is an increa e in fine clast ic content a nd a d ifferent pattern of colour. The gray-pinkish lime ton e, developed a bove the con glomeratic unit
at T reskclen, is replaced by a yellow calcareo us sa nds to ne. Increase of clast ic component is,
however. accompanied by a decrease in maxi mum grai n size. There are no c1asts larger th an
2 cm in Sect ion 10 a nd no pebbl es larger th an 4 cm were fo und a lo ng the so uthern slope of
Hyrnefjellet. Alo ng the lower part of the slope (up to Section 10), no co rals were fo und in the
lower and middle bed s of the set, but no rth of Section 10 sca ttered solitary corals start to appea r (p I. 14:4). T hey are mostly fragment ed , with out calices but a re either slightly rounded
or no n-a braded . Most lo ng axes sho w - S lineati on . In Section II a gray con glomerate with
crushed fragments of coral pas ses upwards into a 10 cm thick bed of gray calcar eou s sandstone
rich in well pre served solitary cora ls which oft en sho w both, calices and pr oximal ends preserved. A preliminary identificati on suggests that all belong to a single specie s. Thi s accumula tio n
d oes no t rep resent biocenosis as individuals a re not in life po sitions, bu t tra nsporta tion has
not been significant. The gray sandstone pas ses latera lly into gray sandy limen ston e (weathering
yellowi sh or brownish) cr owded with broken twigs of bra nching colo nies of Rugosa. T hese
fragment are conc entrat ed either in the upper (Sect ion 10) o r in the lower (Sect ion 11) parts
of the unit. Large soli ta ry corals a nd flat fragment of massive colon ies occ ur sporad ica lly
within thi s coquina. Alth ou gh the enti re fauna of this unit is rcdcpositcd , the massive colonie s
are only slightly abraded an d were o riginally sma ll and discoid al in sha pe. Mo st bioclasts
consi st of twigs of branchin g col onies which show sha rp, broken edges and no or little abrasion
of late ral surfaces. A paralle l lineatio n of many cylindrical twigs is mainly W- E. Transportation
effects, a lthough no t extreme, were sufficient to fragment the colonial corals and large fragments
of bran ching co lonies are no t seen.
In the vicinity of Sect ion II (i. e. in the up per part of the southern lope of Hyrnefjellet)
there occu rs 30 cm thick bed of cor all ife rou s calcareous pebbly sa nd tone (pI. 15 : 3). T he
coral faun a con si ts of solita ry cor als a nd flat. a braded rna sive co lonie of rugosan s; co rals
are found in the middl e part of the bed , eith er together with coar er pebbl e o r ju t abo ve
them. Thi s bed ha s a lat eral exp osure of 15-20 meters. It is not found so uthwards a nd its northwards develop ment i unkno wn becau se of a lack of exposu res ; it is therefore impo ible to
correlate thi s bed to the Burgerbukta a rea a nd it has no equivalents at Tre kclcn.
The development of sedimen ts interpreted here as the third set of co rallifcrou s bed
in the Burgcrbukta area was studied on the ridge between Urnebreen and Kru ebreen (Secti on
12. measured by K . MALKowsKI) an d o n the northern slope of Kru erygge n. In both local ities
it shows a similar developme nt to that een in reek IV o n Treskelen . The development of
pink i h-gray limesto ne immed iate ly a bove corallifer o us con glomerat es i here used as a n important correlat ive fact or. The grea ter thickn e of con glo merat e (without ma ivc cor al
colon ies) a nd the les er thick ne s of the limesto ne un it constitu te the ma in d ifference between
sections from the northern part of Kru cryggc n a nd th ose from Tre kclen (e. g. Creek IV).
T he region al development of the th ird et of corallifero us bed which i uggested by pre ent
stud ies indicates that thi is the mos t ap pro pria te unit to co rrela te the otherwise d ifferently
develo ped northern a nd ou thern part of the Horn und area .
The devel op ment a nd the co ra l fauna of deposits overlying the th ird et of coralliferous
bed s in the Burger bukt a a nd Tre kelen- Hyrn efjellet regions will be di cu ed separa tely below .
Detailed correlat io n mu t awai t the re ults of y tcm at ical tud ie now in progress on la rge
collection made by the author in 1975.
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The following observations should be stressed to summarize the above discussion: 1) The
third set of coralliferous beds is developed on a regional scale. 2) The scattered coral and other
fauna is distributed laterally and vertically at random, becoming more abundant only in some
parts of conglomeratic beds. 3) Protowentzelella, the most characteristic coral genus of the
two upper sets of coralliferous beds appears first.
THE TRESKELEN-HYRNEFJELLET REGION
NON-FOSSILIFEROUS BEDS

The gradational contact between the third set of coralliferous beds (described as III
Coral Limestone Horizon) and the III Clastic Horizon, i. e. the beds now discussed, was noted
by BIRKENMAJER (1964) and by SIEDLECKA (1968). Sediments of this non-fossiliferous set of
beds show appreciable lateral variation , but thinly-bedded calcareousfdolomitic sandstones
are most common. Quartzitic sandstones and sandy shales and red or yellow shales are subordinately developed. Their lateral development is not clear because of poor exposure, but they
are obviously laterally impersistent. Sandstones (often cross-bedded) interfinger with lenticular
conglomerates: In the vicinity of Creek II a large lens of gray quartzitic conglomerate (3'3 m
maximum thickness) has a lateral development 10 m approximately (pI. 13: I a, upper left
corner) with local pockets of coarser and finer pebbly sandstones and sandstones. Pebbles
are small, mainly less than 4 cm in diameter, composed of whitish chert and, subordinately,
of black chert and gray quartzitic sandstone. This lens is unique on Treskelen. A gradual transition from conglomerates of this lens into quartzitic sandstones is observed both, laterally
and vertically.
The uppermost sediments of the discussed unfossiliferous beds are poorly exposed.
They consist mainly of fine-grained calcareous and quartzitic sandstones and of yellow, gray
and red shales. The contact between this unit and the overlying fourth set of coralliferous beds
is not clear. Also BIRKENMAJER (1964) gave no comments concerning that contact.
A comparison of sections from the upper Treskelodden beds on Treskelen (fig. 2) indicates
a regularity in thickness which should be discussed. The three lower sets of coralliferous beds
are easily recognizable along most of the peninsula and the intervals between them are more
or less constant, or at least regularly spaced. The thickness of non-fossiliferous beds overlying
the third set of coralliferous beds varies, but variation is regular and they are the thickest in
the southern (Section 3) and the northern (Section 9) parts of the peninsula. Unfortunately
both these areas have poor exposures and measurements are somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless
and independently of the fact that the true thickness of the fourth set of coralliferous beds
is unknown (only the most resistant deposits are marked on fig. 2 as belonging to this set)
the vicinity of Creek IV is the area where the sections above the third set of coralliferous beds
are the thinnest. There are two possible explanations for this situation: 1) Erosion of a part
. of the "Ill Clastic Horizon" of BIRKENMAJER (1964), 2) Primary thin development in the middle
part of the peninsula. Although definite conclusions are hindered by poor exposure, the slightly
better exposed base of the fourth set of coralliferous beds in Creek IV with no trace of erosion
indicates that the second possibility is more probable.
THE FOURTH SET OF CORALLlFEROUS BEDS

This is the most poorly exposed unit on Treskelen. A complete description of its development in Creek IV was given by SIEDLECKA (1968:80-82). The southernmost exposure
of this set has been described herein together with Section 3. Gray calcareous sandstones in
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the latter outcrop show intraformational clasts of dark gray limestones with numerous, large
(0'2-2·0 cm in diameter) crinoid columnals, fragments of brachiopod and gastropod shells
and fragments of twigs from branching colonies of rugose corals. In Section 3 this bed is closer
to the bottom of the Kapp Starostin Formation than the outcrops of this set located further
to the north. This is due to a deeper erosion of the upper Treskelodden beds in the southern
area. The bed discussed is interpreted here as belonging to the upper part of the set. This is
confirmed by the occurrence of similar fauna and its constant relation to a bed of white quartzitic
sandstone which is seen in both areas (fig. 2). Poor exposure just beneath the above described
calcareous sandstone show only clastic deposits with no fauna.
The next, incomplete exposures of the fourth set of coralliferous beds were observed
between Creeks 11 and IV (see descriptions of Sections and fig. 2). Its base is always marked
by a gray or reddish pebbly sandstones with graded bedding, passing upwards into calcareous,
locally cross-bedded sandstones (pI. 15: I). Pebbles in these sandstones are rounded or subrounded, composed mainly of whitish chert. Pebbly sandstones are locally (Section 5) replaced
by gray calcareous sandstones containing incomplete solitary corals. Redeposited and damaged
fossils occur mainly in the coarser fraction. Fragments of solitary corals show long axes oriented
mainly E-W. Massive colonies are rounded and preserved as fragments. These colonies are
never found in beds where pebbly sandstones are totally replaced by medium- or fine-grained
calcareous sandstones. Comparatively abundant twigs of branching colonies are oriented
similarly to solitary corals. Small broken fragments of solitary corals and fragments of massive
colonies, flattened by abrasion, are sporadically present also in the calcareous sandstones
above the pebbly sandstones. They may be accompanied sometimes by twigs of Tschussovskenia
(pI. 15: 2).
In the southern part of Treskelen (Sections 4 and 5) the contact between the conglomeratic
basal bed of the fourth set and overlying sandy and shaly deposits is covered. Judging from
loose blocks the latter consists of dark thinly-bedded limestones or calcareous shales with
numerous crinoid columnals and isolated solitary corals. Similar crinoidal limestone with
thin sandstone laminae is well exposed approximately 350 m south of Creek IV. It is there
overlain by 0·7 m thick bed of dark, nodular limestone, crowded with fragmented bryozoan
colonies and accumulations of brachiopods; corals are not present. The limestone passes
laterally into thinly-bedded, dark limonitic limestones and its development is local. Branching
bryozoans are frequent elsewhere in the upper part of the fourth set, however. In scree which
overIies the bryozoan/brachiopod bed there occur abundant coral colonies, many of which
reach 50 cm in diameter. They came from a weathered dark sandy limestone situated above
the former bed.
Further to the north the fourth set of coralliferous beds is almost completely covered
by scree. Sporadically exposed, reddish calcareous sandstones with isolated pebbles and solitary
corals belong to the lower part of the set. Above that level there exists a low ridge (20-30 cm)
which can be followed laterally 300 m towards Creek IV. Debris of black crinoidal limestone
and abundant corals found along the ridge could be compared with the uppermost coraIIiferous beds of this set distinguished in Creek IV. It should be noted that flat colonies of Tabulata
(up to 1 m in diameter) and branching colonies of Rugosa (up to 60 cm in diameter) found
along the ridge were much larger than those in Creek IV. Tschussovskenia is the most common
component of the fauna. In the upper part of the fourth set in Creek IV (for detailed description
see SIEDLECKA 1968) and further north along the Treskelen peninsula, the clastic content of
these beds increases and at the Section 9 yellowish calcareous sandstones are the most common
sediments. Concurrent with increasing clastic content is increasing a thickness of coralIiferous
sediments. The faunal composition of Section 9 also differs from that of the more southern
parts of the peninsula. In the lower part, especially in conglomerates, solitary corals and branching colonies of Tschussovskenia are still most common, but higher up large (over 1 m high)
colonies of "Stylastraea" dominate. Several redeposited fasciculate colonies, now resting
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on their sides, show a gradual decrease in flattening and destruction of corallites towards
the top of the bed (pI. 15: 5).
Colonies in the upper part of the fourth set found in the area discussed are not always
complete enough for detailed investigations. Several are certainly overturned and transported
in spite of their large sizes (often 1 m in diameter and/or in height). Most of these colonies
belong to a single species of "Stylastraea" with very small corallites. The uppermost coralliferous bed, lithologically similar to the underlying calcareous sandstones with large colonies,
contains only small, redeposited colonies, accompanied by fragments of Tschussovskenia.
The lithologies and coral fauna briefly noted above differ both from those of the more
southerly outcrops on Treskelen and from those of Hyrnefjellet. The lithology of the coralliferous sediments of the latter area is especially variable and the two sections made by the present author differ both from each other and from the sections measured by BIRKENMAJER (1964)
and CZARNIECKI (1969). The former is more similar to Section 10 of this paper. Both contain
1·35 m thick bed of sandy limestone with branches of bryozoans and flat, rounded coral colonies. This bed starts with approximately 10-20 cm of conglomerates, composed mainly
of whitish chert clasts 2·5-3·0 cm in maximum diameter. The bed lies 18 m below the bottom
of the fifth set of coralliferous beds ( V Coral Limestone Horizon of BIRKENMAJER, 1964)
and not 30 m as figured by BIRKENMAJER (1964). Most of that interval is covered by scree
(see Section 10). The presence of a 3·65 m thick, brown calcareous sandstone with corals in
the middle part below the afore noted bed forms the main difference between Section 10 and
BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) description. Corals are rare in the brown sandstones and are represented
by scattered solitary forms and by fragments of branching colonies. In Section 11 a non-fossiliferous, 5·10 m thick unit of quartzitic and calcareous sandstones is here considered to be
a lateral equivalent to the brown sandstones of Section 10.
All corals in the fourth set of Sections 10 and 11 are redeposited. No complete solitary
corals have been found there and none rest in life position. Some show traces of rounding,
but most are only broken with slightly broken edges. Massive colonies are all more or less
rounded and flat. The arrangement of corallites indicates however that the colonies had an
original platy form .
The following observations should be stressed to summarize the above discussion: 1) Lithology of this unit changes laterally and vertically, but the conglomeratic layer is invariably
present as the lowermost. 2) Coral and other fauna, much richer than in lower coralliferous
deposits, is variably distributed with some taxa prevailing in one spot and subordered or absent in others; this is often accompanied by differences in lithology. 3) Although damage and
redeposition of fossils is especially obvious at the lowest level, abrasion, destruction and redeposition of corals is observed throughout the set.
NON-FOSSILIFEROUS BEDS
Non-fossiliferous sediments overlying the fourth set of coralliferous beds, composed
mainly of light quartzitic sandstones and conglomerates, with minor calcareous sandstones,
show a gradual transition from the underlying beds. The upper boundary of them is more sharp;
no angular disconformity or erosive surfaces were observed, but this may result from poor
exposures.
Two good correlative levels can be distinguished within the discussed sediments. These
are the white or light gray quartzitic sandstones which pass locally (mainly in the southern
part of Treskelen) into conglomerates. The lower unit of these sandstones occurs approximately
5 m above the dark limestones of the fourth set of coralliferous beds and is separated from
them by soft sandy shales, often with calcareou s cement. Shales are also developed locally.
The quartzitic sandstone form a clear ridge along most Treskelen south of Creek IV. It is not
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seen northwards of that Creek, possibly because of poor exposure. No equivalent of the quartzite
is developed on Hyrnefjellet, however.
The upper unit of the resistant quartzitic sandstones is exposed from Creek 11 to 200 m
north of Creek IV. The southern exposures are much more conglomeratic. The unit disappears
south of Creek 11, probably as a result of erosion prior to deposition of the Kapp Starostin
Formation. The bed, when seen, is 0·2 to 1·2 m thick and occurs approximately 2·5-3·5 m below the fifth set of coralliferous beds. The unit is also seen on the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet
at a similar horizon. Both the resistant units described show either graded bedding or are thickly-bedded and apparently structureless. Weak traces of cross-bedding are seen locally. BmKENMAJER (1964: 88) noted a "concretionary structure visible at weathered surface" of sandstones
of the lower level.
Deposits developed between the two resistant units and above the upper one on the
Treskelen peninsula, consist mainly of poorly exposed, thin, cross-bedded quartzitic and calcareous (mainly in the upper part) sandstones with conglomeratic lenses. Shales, mainly sandy,
are frequent. Almost complete exposure of these sediments in the upper part of southern slope
of Hyrnefjellet (Section 11) indicates a variable regime alternating rapidly between conglomerates and red shales with calcareous cement.
THE FIFTH SET OF CORALLIFEROUS BEDS

BmKENMAJER (1964) subdivided the V Coral Limestone Horizon (= the fifth set of coralliferous beds) into subhorizons "a", "b" and "c" and distinguished individual beds within the
first two subhorizons. This subdivision was not followed by CZARNIECKI (1969). SIEDLECKA
(1968: 82-83) followed BIRKERNMAJER'S (1964) terminology, but described an additional bed
of biocalcarenite beneath subhorizon "a" in Creek IV. The lack of good outcrops between
Creek IV and Hyrnefjellet and between the last hill and the Burgerbukta area together with
a wide lateral variability in lithology and fauna distribution, makes a regional correlation
of these subhorizons uncertain.
Outcrops of the fifth set of coraIIiferous beds extend over 400 m southwards of Creek
IV, i. e. to Section 4 (pI. 15:4). Judging from the presence of gray limestones beneath the Kapp
Starostin Formation in the scree-covered area, it may also extend a further 100 m southwards.
Beds immediately under the fifth set are mainly composed of friable shales which are covered
by scree.
The set in question in the southernmost outcrop (Section 6) consists of four beds, 2·4 m
thick (pI. 15:4). Erosion prior to deposition of the overlying Kapp Starostin Formation cut
most of these beds obliquely producing hollow later filled by sediment of that formation.
Corals (exclusively massive colonies of rugosans), are present in all four beds, but their distribution is uneven. In the lower, most sandy bed, there are only small, unidentified fragments
of colonies, accompanied by abundant, sometimes well preserved brachiopods. Corals are
most common in a gray calcarenite which forms third bed in the section. Two kinds of cerioid
colonies occur in this unit: small, hemispherical, slightly rounded colonies and large (up to
1 m in diameter) widely conical colonies. Both types show evidences of fragmentation and
rounding, and both are commonly overturned and/or superimposed on each other (p1.15: 6).
The uppermost bed is again more sandy with elongated lenses of sandstones and small, rounded
fragments of cerioid colonies.
The fifth set of coralliferous beds thickens laterally to 6 m approximately 150 m north
of Section 6. Sandy interbeds are similar to those described above: the lowermost bed is most
sandy, but in contrast to the former outcrop it contains solitary rugose corals and pebbles
of white chert. Solitary rugosans appear again in the upper part of the outcrop, while the middle,
less sandy unit, is crowded with colonial corals. Brachiopods, often small clusters (pi. 15:7)
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are present elsewhere in the Section. All corals and most possibly also brachiopods, are redeposited. Colonies up to 1·2 m in diameter rest on their sides or are overturned (pI. 16: 3).
Some fragments of colonies found lie so closely packed that they appear to form a single colony (pI. 16: 1). Transportation cannot have been great, however, as the colonies show few
signs of rounding. The presence of only small fragments of Tschussovskenia indicates greater
transport of that genus than the cerioid colonies. Flat cerioid colonies found at the junction
between the limestone and the uppermost calcareous sandstone show irregular but pronounced
rounding which cut both the lower and the upper parts of the corallites (pI. 16: 2, 4).
Further to the north (Section 7) the fifth set remains more sandy in its lower part. Individual beds consist of laterally interfingering lenses of sandy limestones. Solitary corals are
still most frequent in the lower part where no colonies were found. Colonies are especially
abundant in the upper part of the unit, immediately below the Kapp Starostin Formation. All
fauna elements show evidence of redeposition. The section described here, although less than
100 m from Creek IV differs from the latter section (cf. BIRKENMAJER, 1964:87 and SIEDLECKA,
1968:82) in the absence of colonial corals in the lower part and in the presence of clusters of
small brachiopods.
The fifth set of coralliferous beds is poorly exposed between Creek IV and Hyrnefjellet.
BIRKENMAJER (1964: 86) pointed out the abundant occurrence of large coral colonies from
subhorizon Va in Creek 1. Because a similar fauna is found elsewhere on Treskelen higher
in the section and because no contact with the deposits underlying the fifth set are found in
Creek I, this fauna is not assigned herein to any particular part of the set.
The set thins from the lower to upper parts of the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet(Iv-S to
16·9 m). Sections measured there by the present author as well as those of BIRKENMAJER
(1964) and CZARNIECKI (1969) differ in many details. This is probably because of great vertical
and lateral variability in development. Individual beds are lenticular in forms and wedge out
laterally; each may extend from 10 to over 100 m laterally. Variability in faunal distribution
accentuates these changes.
The lower part of the set is more sandy. Solitary corals prevail there, although they are
not abundant. Colonial corals are most common in the most calcareous middle and upper
parts of the unit. In the upper beds of the set there are hard, dark gray micritic limestones
developed locally, while the uppermost part of the unit is again more sandy. In almost all
beds and lenses, except for the yellow-brownish sandstones (see below) there are abundant
bioclasts, ranging in size from 0·1 mm to large fragments of brachiopod shells, fragments
of coral colonies and crinoid columnals. Most bioclasts show slight rounding, but large fragments of corals are angular (pI. 16: 5, 6). Most of the available lithological data are included
in the descriptions of Sections 10 and 11.Only studies of the coral fauna and restricted sedimentological observations are discussed on the following pages.
All solitary corals observed were overturned and in most the calices and proximal ends
were broken off. The most common orientation of their long axes is E-W. The redeposition
of those corals is obvious. The attitudes of the colonies requires further discussion in the light
of the comments by BIRKENMAJER (1964: 102): "...colonial corals. The latter form bioherms
separated with detrital or homogeneous limestone with brachiopods." Adoption of term "bioherm" and subsequent discussion of the depositional environments of individual coral horizons
(BIRKENMAJER, 1964: 104-105) indicates that coral colonies were thought to be in situ and
in growth position. CZARNIECKl (1969: 238) wrote: "In the uppermost fossiliferous complex
colonies in original position are frequent, some colonies are overturned (fig. 27) but no fragments of massive colonies were seen. It is striking that in the upper part of the complex other
groups of sessile benthos are absent; this could be explained by very rapid deposition". The
present author disagrees with these observations on the coral colonies. Also CZARNIECKl'S
(1969) observations concerning other faunal elements are incorrect. Both BIRKENMAJER (1964:
83) and the present author found abundant brachiopods and crinoid columnals and also some
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rare gastropods (pI. 19:2). Fragmented coral colonies were found in all coralliferous beds
of the fifth set, but they are most common in the lower part, where they form an almost continuous bed of organic breccia. In this breccia, in addition to the predominating fragments
of massive colonies, there are also sparse remains of solitary corals and broken brachiopod
shells (pI. 16:5, 6). The redeposition of majority of small and medium size (up to 50 cm in diameter) coral colonies is obvious, as they either rest on their side (pI. 17:6) or are overturned
or, sporadically, are not only overturned but also clearly packed into each other forming an
apparently single colony (pI. 18: 1). Some medium size colonies rest in natural position (pI.
17: 3a) but this is not their growth position. Detailed studies show that the lower surface of
individual corallites in the lower part of the colony (pI. 17:3 b) are abraded.
In addition to small and medium size colonies there are also large and very large colonies on the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet. One of such colonies, 110 cm high and 125 cm in
maximum diameter, photographed previously by CZARNIECKI (1969) is shown in his paper
(text-fig. 26) and by me (FEDOROWSKI 1965, pl. 15:3). It was described by both authors as
resting in situ. Field work in 1975 made it possible to correct both, the interpretation of this
colony and several general remarks introduced previously (FEDOROWSKI 1965:158). First,
the colony is not in the life position. It occurs almost throughout the entire thickness of a bed
of limestone which dips 58 0 - 60 E. Its long, left side (pI. 17:2) does not stand obliquely up,
as .it would do in true life position, but rests on the underlying bed and shows several sings
of obvious fragmentation. The colony occurs in the organic breccia noted above and it is now
interpreted as being moved, partly fragmented along its margins and redeposited as a large,
angular block. According to studies of recent carbonate sediments, large blocks of coral colonies may be broken, removed and redeposited by hurricanes (BELL et al., 1.967). Such process
may be sometimes so intensive as to form new islands.
The so called "stoppages of growth of coralla" or "old surfaces of corallum covered by
sediments" (FEDOROWSKI 1965:158)are nothing but mechanical, probably diagenetically caused
cracks of the corallum. They are not exactly parallel to its surface, as interpreted previously,
and are not connected to temporary intensifications of offsetting. On the contrary, offsets
are only incidentally involved in the crack areas (pI. 18:4). In the case of deeper cracks individual coralIites are not only destroyed in the vicinity of the cracks, but the two broken parts
are displaced (pl. 18:3). The above observation made obvious the diagenetic character of the
observed lines. Cracks (the seeming "old surfaces of coralIa") similar to the discussed ones
(pI. 17: 1) or even more distinct (pI. 19:3, 4b) were also observed in 3 very large colonies
found in the middle part of the set. In one of these colonies (pI. 17:5) local destruction of the
living colony was observed as being overgrown by curved adjacent corallites. The largest colony reaches 1·6 m in observed height and 2·8 m in diameter of their upper part. This and the
other two very large colonies are widely, asymmetrically cone- or fan-shaped. Two of these
colonies rest in apparently growth position (pI. 18:5), the third is obviously overturned (pI.
19:4a). The redeposition of the latter (the largest) colony is also marked by the arrangement
of corallites on its presently lower and originallylateral surfaceIpl. 19:4b, c).
The other two very large colonies rest close to each other (pI. 20: 5). An analysis of the
corallite arrangement in lower parts of these colonies and their relation to the underlying
substrate clearly indicate that they are redeposited. The well exposed contact of these colonies
with the underlying bed (pI. 19: 1) show that its lower surface apparently follows the contours
of the substrate. This feature is not, however, caused by natural growth of corallites over the
substrate, but results from compaction which forced the substrate into the colony and caused
destruction of coralIites (pI. 19: I, lower part). This is demonstrated both by the curvature
. and flattening of coralIites above the most prominent parts of the underlying bed (pI. 19: 1,
.right arrow) and by the fact that corallites filling depression in the substarte are cut off from
the remainder of colony (pI. 19: 1, left arrow).
These three very large colonies are accompanied by several small (5-10 cm in diameter)
0
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fragments of cerioid colonies. Neither the large colonies nor the small fragments of colonies
show traces of rounding. This indicates a short distance of transportation. It is possible that
the very large colonies were only slightly removed from growth position.
Upper beds of limestones of the set discussed contain two types of sediment veins which
- were only briefly investigated by myself and need further study. The most commonly observed
veins are restricted to the uppermost part of the unit. Their direct connection to the erosive
surface structures and the infilling fabric were already described by earlier workers as karst
phenomena (BIRKENMAJER 1964; CZARNIECKI 1969).
. Veins of the second type, frequent in Hyrnefjellet and observed also in the vicinity of
Section 9 and just south of Creek IV in Treskelen, are not connected with the surface abrasion.
They occupy 4-6 meters of limestone thickness and penetrate particular beds vertically and
horizontally. Individual horizontal sediment veins expand from a few to dozens of meters.
Their thickness varies from a few milimeters to over 20 cm with the large majority not exceeding
3-4 cm. Horizontal veins are often connected by vertical structures composed of exactly the
same fabric, i. e. of fine-grained calcareous and limonitic sandstone. The described pattern
of veins breaks limestones into sharp-edged, large blocks , differentiated in size. They are never
so small as to form breccia, however. No fauna was found in the sediment veins.
The structures described are temporarily interpreted as clastic dikes, slightly similar
to those described by DZULYNSKI and RADOMSKI (1957) from the Carpathian flysh. They may
have been developed by means of penetration of quicksands into craks of limestones. The
origin of quicksands, i. e. whether they came from a single liquefied bed of sand or if there were
several beds of sand, the remainings of which form recent horizontal sediment veins, is left
unsolved. Detailed sedimentological study may also introduce a different interpretation of
these structures. The so called "flowage structures" of SIEDLECKA (1968, text-fig. I I a) are
interpreted here as clastic dikes.

THE BURGERBUKTA AREA

Investigations have been made in this area by BIRKENMAJER (complete data not yet published), CZARNIECKI (1969) and the present author. The differences between the last two authors
in correlation of the lowermost coralliferous deposits of Kruseryggen with those of TreskelenHyrnefjellet have been discussed above. Individual sections, viz. that measured by CZARNIECKI
(1969) on the NW ridge of Krusebreen cirque , that of the present author from the northern
slope of Kruseryggen and the slightly schematized section measured by Mr. K. MALKOWSKI
(in this paper) on the ridge between Krusebreen and Urnebreen differ in many details. In each
of them, however, sediments overlying the third set of coralliferous beds are quite distinct
from those of the southern area. The most important differences are: I) Much greater thickness
of coralliferous sediments. 2) Occurrence of non-fossiliferous deposits uppermost.
The lithologies described by CZARNIECKI (1969: 229-230) differ from those of the northern
slope of Kruseryggen (Section 13) by: I) the lack of characteristic gray-pinkish micritic limestone, 2) the higher clastic content of the lower part of the section, and 3) the presence of large,
massive coral colonies in the lowermost coralliferous conglomerate. CZARNIECKI'S (1969)
section was not reinvestigated in this work and the above differences are interpreted here as
reflecting lateral facies variations. Variability is so great that general descriptions of individual sets of coralliferous and non-fossiliferous beds, such as those given above for the southern
area, are impossible. Comments presented below (see pp. 51, 55-59) are mainly based on the description of Section 13 presented in this paper and on the personal observations made in the
Burgerbukta area.
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GROWTH RATES OF-CORAL COLONIES AND ESTIMATION OF RATES
OF SEDIMENTATION

The following remarks are introduced only as the contribution to the future discussion
on the rates of sedimentation of the upper Treskelodden beds. Results achieved concern only
one bed of the fifth set of coralliferous beds .
As noted above the largest colonies investigated are thought to be only slightly moved
from life position. This means that life and depositional environmentg may have been similar
or identical. An attempt has therefore been made to estimate the life span of these colonies
and from this deduct possible sedimentational rates of the appropriate bed of limestone. The
estimate made is purely numerical and is based on the supposition that tiny growth rings,
composed of pairs of ridges and narrowings on coral epithecae correspond to diurnal variations in skeletal secretion (WELLS 1963; SCRUTTON 1965, 1978; SCRUTTON and HIPKIN 1973).
In addition to these growth rings, SCRUTTON (1965) also noted bands on coral epithecae which
he interpreted as periodic growth phenomena connected to lunar (monthly) breeding periodicity. On this basis SCRUTTON (1965: 557) calculated " that the moon circled the earth thirteen
times in the course of a Middle Devonian year with a lunar cycle of 30 1/2 days". In a recent
contribution SCRUTTON (1978) summarizes all data attained so far and makes his previous
conclusions more completely supported .
Of these two characteristics only growth rings could be taken into account in the present
study. Band-like features also present on the surfaces of colonial corals (pI. 21: 3: pI. 22: 1-3)
are so irr egularly developed and contain so varied number of ridges (10 -36), that they cannot
represent monthly cycles. These bands rather reflect growth disturbances resulting from local
variation in the corals' life environ ment.
Individual ridges are well developed and can easily be counted over intervals of 5-15 mm.
Counts of ridges on the surfaces of different corallites, taken from different parts of the largest
colony and other colonies show littl e variation (from 112 to 116 rings per centimeter in the largest colony, pI. 22 :2). The mean frequency (114) and the height of the colony (160 cm) suggest
a total of 18, 240 rings in this colony. If these rings are accepted as representing diurnal cycles,
a life span of 45-50 years is indicated (the former based on the Devonian 399 day year suggested
by WELLS 1963; the later based on the present 365 day year). These outer limits are insignificant in terms of the present discussion.
The pronounced cone- or fan- (not hemispherical) shape of these colonies and the lack
of any anchorage adaptations on th eir surfaces indicate that growth must have been accompanied by partial burial of earlier parts of the colony during life. Evidence of transport indicates
that the colonies were removed from life positions suggesting th at the growth substrate was
not yet cemented. The shape of the largest colony studied suggests that approximately the
lower half of the colony was buried at the time of death and tran sportation. Consequently,
some 80 cm of calcareous mud, quartz grains and biocl astic debris (the primary fabric
for the today's bed of sandy limestone) was deposited in the course of approximately
45-50 years. The above calcul ation, although restricted to a single bed could probably be
applied to the whol e fifth set of coralliferous beds in the Treskelen-Hyrnefjellet area. It is not
applicable to the whole Treskelodden beds , however, or even to the limy deposits of the fourth
set of coralliferous beds. Th e character of deposits belo w the fifth set .indicates an extreme
sedimentological situa tion with many periods of null netto sediment ation (how long ?), periods
of local erosion both between and within particular sets of beds (e. g. first and third sets of
coralliferous bed s), a nd periods of sedimentation. Speed of the sediment accumulation varied
greatly both lat erally and vertically, but the appreciable thicknesses of the sediment were
produced during short periods of rapid sedimentation. The situation described made impossible any estimation of period of the Treskelodden beds accumulation.
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DISCUSSION

For construction purposes several controversies were discussed in the chapter "The
coral fauna in ind ividual sets of beds" (pp. 30-34) and will not be repeated. Earlier opinions
adopted here will be mentioned in the follow ing chapter.
Interpretations of the depo sitional environments of the Treskelodden beds in the Hornsund
area differ considerably. BIRKENMAJER (1964) proposed a mod el of cyclic, marine to continental
sedimentation, while CZARNIECKI (1969) considered sedimentary conditions of those beds
as entirely marine and found no cyclicity in their development. SIEDLECKA (1968:88) although
generally following BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) conc ept, pointed out that several "sequences of
quartzitic sandstones - dolomitic sandstones - calcareous sandstones only in part coincide
with sedimentation cycles distinguished by BIRKENMAJER".
My interpretation given in the following chapter is intentionally simplified because
of almost complete lack of purely sedimentological studies. I agree with CZARNIECKI (1969)
as far as an absence of the widely observed cyclic sedimentation in the common meaning is
concerned. It must be pointed out, however, that individual coralliferous and non-fossiliferous
sets of beds form easily traceable levels and distribution of corals in particular "horizons"
is much wider than that reported by him. A character of carbonate cement in the lower part
of section of the upp er Treskelodden beds reported by SIEDLECKA (1968, text-fig. 4) also supports CZARNIECKI'S (1969) opi nion. The same is true for additional coralliferous lenses found
by myself in Creek IV and in Hyrnefjellet, which do not fit into BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) sequences.
The lenticular character of beds wit hin sets, a very variable lateral lithology of the latter and
traces of local erosion and interruptions in sediment accumulation prevent the consideration
of individual sets of beds as geological hori zons (for definition see Glossary of Geology, 1972:
337).
Explaining changes in sedimentary conditions observed in the development of the upper
Treskelodden beds, BIRKENMAJER (1964: 110) stressed climatic changes. "The fluctuations
of the sea level may have been linked with growth and decay of polar ice sheets (glacial control of the sedimentation) of southern hemisphere" ... "The coral limestones could have developed during interglacial phases of high sea level when the land erosion ceased transgressively
upon deltaic and limnic deposits formed during periods with seasonal aridity, corresponding
to the glacial periods." In my opinion this climatological interpretation cannot be applied
to the reconstruction of the se depositional environments, because: 1) It involves an unequal
scale for the whys and wherefores. The appearance caused by globe-wide reasons must be widely
noted, while the changes observed in the Hornsund area are local. In fact this time is marked
elsewhere in Spitsbergen by regression from open marine carbonates to evaporites of Gipshuken
Formation. 2) The climatic cha nges are slow, while sedimentation in the Hornsund area
bears characteristics of being fast with several local (?) interruptions and with rapid increases
of the energy intensity at the beginning of each set of coralliferous beds. Corals of the three
lower sets and those of the lowermost beds of the two upper sets form reworked and /or remanie assemblages with only rar e data of individual samples to be drifted prior to burial in the
bottom mud. 3) Differences in development of southern and northern parts of the Hornsund
area cannot be explained as caused by climatological factors.
The location of the base of the upper Treskelodd en beds was questioned by CZARNIECKI
(1969) who introduced a new un it, the "Transitional Conglomerates" which includes the lower
Treskelodden beds, the Gray Conglomerate "Horizon" and dark quartzitic sandstones and
conglomerates which overlie the latter horizon and are very restricted to weathering.
Regardless of the necessity of this new unit I accept CZARNIECKI'S (1969) opinion that
dark quartzitic sandstones and conglomerates should not be grouped with the overlying shales
(as BIRKENMAJER 1964 did); the similar character of and the gradational contact between the
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dark sandstones and the Gray Conglomerate "Horizon" should be noted. Almost all sections
discussed here start with these beds, as they are most easily recognizable in the field. However,
the name Gray Conglomerate "Horizon" is adopted for them by widening the concept of
this unit.
The BIRKENMAJER'S (1979) paper is discussed here in detail because of similar problems
investigated and different results achieved.
Solitary corals. I agree with BIRKENMAJER'S (1979: 48) opinion concerning position of some
corallites in his Coral Horizons IV and V (= fourth and fifth sets ofcoralliferous beds). However,
the environment in the fourth set was so complex that any general consideration seems impossible. The vicinity of Creek 11 (see Interpretation, p. 58) was the only studied area which offered
an opportunity for solitary cor als to rest unattached on the sea bottom. Rare corals were
observed there by myself as resting almost in life position. I have found no corals in the fifth
set which can be considered as either resting in situ or being only "tilted or overturned post
mort em or during their life" (BIRKENMAJER, p. 48). The character of the sediment indicates,
however, that there were some potential opportunities for solitary corals to grow in the position reconstructed by BIRKENMAJER.
.
I cannot agree with BIRKENMAJER'S (1979: 48, 50) interpretation and reconstruction
(fig. 3) of life positions of solitary corals in the south-western part of Treskelen . This outcrop
was described herein as the lowermo st part of Section 1, the uppermost part of Section 2 and
the area between these sections. This conglomeratic unit could not have offered suitable life
conditions for such corals as those which have been observed there by BIRKENMAJER (fig. 3)
and myself. None of the specimens observed possessed any type of attaching processes, talons
or attaching flattenings. None of such horn-shaped corals were able to live unattached in such
turbidite conditions as those in the conglomerate depo sition. All their characters are identical
with those discussed earlier as typical for quiet water conditions. Streaks of sandstones among
conglomerates where BIRKENMAJER found the cluster of corals discussed (fig. 2) were certainly
not shadowed enough to offer such conditions. Similar clusters, not necessarily located
in streaks of sandstones, ho wever, are comparativel y common in that unit. They should rather
be called accumulations, because individual corallites show not only traces of recent abrasion,
pointed out by BIRKENMAJER (p. 49), but demonstrate first of all ancient mechanical destruction.
The majority of them have been broken along the areas of alar pseudofossulae, where thick
septa of cardinal quadrants are replaced by thin septa of counter quadrants. From these two
parts, only the most resistant cardinal quadrants were accumulated as large fragments, which
in turn were abraded by recent erosion when exposed. More complete cross sections are rare.
There was not a single specimen found by myself to possess a calice and/or proximal end preserved, although observations in that region were carefuly conducted during several days and
the collection accumulated is considerable.
Colonial corals. The photographic documentation included (see individual pictures
on pis 5-12) seems adequ ate to demostrate that the BIRKENMAJER'S statement (p. 50): "Small
compact turves or discs -of colonial corals without any traces of overturning and /or reworking
do often occur in situ in gravely-arenaceous calcarenite of coral horizons J, 11 and Ill" cannot
be accepted. In fact there was not a single massive colony examined in these horizons (= first
to third sets of coralliferous beds) by myself as showing any original surface preserved. All
these colonies were abraded and several were crush ed and rounded to the form of pebbles.
Fasciculate colonies in the discussed horizons (= sets of beds), and especially in the
first set, where they are best preserved , do not show "indications that some of these coral
colonies grew in agitated environment above wave base" (BIRKENMAJER, p. 50). On the contrary,
their delicate, long, straight branches, completely separated from each other, with no connecting
processes indicate a quiet environment of their life. Also "the attachment of particular colonies
to buried pebbles" stated by BIRKENMAJER (p. 51) as "often visible" is not an attachment by
overgrowth. There was not a single colony observed as having been attached to a pebble by
\
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a protocoraIlite and first generations of corallites (the only relation of the colony in situ to the
hard substrate). On the contrary, these astogenetically youngest parts of colonies were invariably
destroyed and are never observed. Pebbles were simply acting as obstacles which anchored
the transported colonies and/or their fragments causing destruction of their lower parts, pushed
by traction agents into contact with these pebbles (pI. 8: 6).
Fasciculate colonies of the type observed were not able to develop on such an unstable
sea floor as that offered by megaripples (BIRKENMAJER, fig. 4). Moreover, there was not a single
colony observed in the horizons (= sets of beds) discussed as resting in situ, although some
of them were shown .herein on plates 7 and 8 as deposited in positions identical with their
former life positions. Many samples are not colonies but accumulations of separated, transported branches (see discussion and illustrations to the first set of coralliferous beds). The biogenic remains in the ripple troughs, if the megaripple concept is accepted, were only drifted
accumulations. It should also be pointed out that there were local paracontemporaneous wash
outs observed as located within the corals bearing megaripple-like structures (pI. 8: 5).
Massive colonies from IV-th and V-th coral horizons (=fourth and fifth sets of coralliferous beds) were called by BIRKENMAJER (p. 51) "monospecific, hemispheroidal or conical
bioherms up to 2 m in diameter, in growth position." The term "monospecific bioherms"
is unfortunate and may be misleading, although it seems obvious from the rest of the sentence
and from the further remarks that just massive coral colonies are discussed.
Two points must be clarified prior to any further discussion upon these corals: I. All
large massive colonies of rugose corals found in the fifth set of coralliferous beds are conical,
although some of them are so wide as to form fan-shaped structures uppermost.· None of these
colonies show any kind of attaching processes or flattenings, which can be interpreted as surfaces of attachement. Anchorage in the sea bottom mud by having the lowermost 1/3 or more
part buried high in the sediment, is the only position evidenced for similar Scleractinia and
reconstructed for Rugosa. The influence of rates of sedimentation is demonstrated by their
narrow (higher rate) or "cauliflower" (lower rate) shapes. 2. Hemispherical colonies, found
in the fourth and fifth sets of coralliferous beds are all small (up to 10-15 cm in diameter). Although none of the samples observed possessed attaching surfaces preserved, an occurrence of
such surfaces during their life time can be deduced from corallite patterns in these colonies.
Rarity of such colonies makes them non representative for the units discussed. They have also
not been considered on BIRKENMAJER'S figures 5-9 and will therefore be omitted in the following
discussion.
BIRKENMAJER'S figures 5-7 dealing with the top of the V-th horizon (=fifth set of coralliferous beds) most possibly demonstrate karst phenomena. The biogenic remains washed
out from the upper Treskelodden beds either collapsed into erosive channels or were trapped
and buried in them by the subsequent accumulation. Both processes took place prior to or
at the beginning 'of the Kapp Srarostin Formation accumulation and are commonly observed
as present in the uppermost 0,5-1,0 m of thickness of the fifth set of coraJliferous beds. The
colony on BIRKENMAJER'S figure 6B illustrates well the common state of preservation of colonies of that level. Both surfaces of colonies (upper and lower) were eroded, which is demonstrated by parallel, starting from nowhere instead of naturally descending, corallites (left side
of the figured colony). Similar colonies and fragments of them arealso illustrated in this paper
(pI. 16:2, 4; pI. 17:2; pI. 19:3, 4).
Colonies in the lower and middle part of the fifth set of coralliferous beds are by far
not as closely connected with veins of calcareous sandstones as those in the top part, which is
also well demonstrated on BIRKENMAJER'S figures 6 and 7. My interpretation of the occurrence
of these calcareous and ferrugineous sandstones as clastic dykes can be complemented (or
changed) in accordance with BIRKENMAJER'S (fig. 8) observations. He interpreted these structures as the sea bottom channels . It seems very possible, however, that some of these sandstones,
even if deposited in such a manner as proposed by BIRKENMAJER, might have been transferred
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into qui cksands which penetrated verti cal cracks in limestones in a way discussed in this paper
(p . 44). Otherwise the sharply-edged contours of ma ny blocks of limestones, divided by vertical,
narrow clasti c veins, will be har dly understandabl e.
Ju dging from sha pe an d position in rocks, the colony illustrated by BIRKENMAJER on
fig. 6A is one of th e la rgest colonies, figured her ein on pI. 19: 1. Slight destruction of this colon y (and similar on es, e. g. pI. 19: 4), relations of corallites of such colonies to the substrate
and , con sequ entl y, the subseq uent movement of th em from life po sitions were discussed in
detail above and will not be repeat ed.
Posi tions of coralla illustr ated by BIRKENMAJER on figs. 7 C, D and interpreted by him
as only seemingly ove rt urned, show cha racteristics which exclude such an interpretation.
In order to be originally positio ned as drawn by BIRKENMAJER, they should have hung above
the sea bottom and have grown d ownwards. This is in disagreement with the shape of colonies,
weight of their ske leto ns, lack of attaching surfaces and destruction of calices of corallites.
The cessation of grow th of such hanging colon ies could have taken place eith~r by fast
accumulation of sediments or by na tura l extend ing of th em to the sea bottom by growth. In
bo th cases th e ca lices would have been protected against destruction.
Th e summarizing model of BIRKENMAJER (fig. 9) alth ough partly acceptable as a local
var ian t of the original life area of some colonies, can no t be acce pte d as the general reconstruction
of sedimentary and life environments of th e upper T reskelodden beds . In addition to the discussion which showed a d rift ing cha rac ter of th e coral fauna, it must be pointed out that:
1. Relat ion of coralla a nd corallites in the middle part of the discussed model to the
current direction is in disag reement with all the so far conduct ed ob servations on living
an d ancient co ra ls. Polyps and ca lices are always di rected current-ward, since this is the main
source of food an d oxyge n. This is a lso th e direction of gro wth of corallites and colonies.
2. Positions of colon ies and corallites o n the right a nd left sides of the model, ecologically
identical, seem acceptable as a possible local variant of growth positions of some small colonies
of a given sha pe. It mus t be pointed out, however, th at in spite of a lmost two weeks of careful
examination, no t a single colony was seen by myself in the field as resting in such a situation
an d po sition. Th e closest picture is shown here on pI. 19: 1. This colony was already discussed
ea rlier as moved from its life position, however. T he depression 'it rests in was said to have
result ed from deposition of the co lony on a comparatively soft , muddy bottom.
3. The channels were pres umed by BIRKENMAJER as having been "gouged by submarine
erosion in hard ened calcarenite" (p. 51). The sma ll dept h of channels read from Birkenmajer's
figures makes one pr esume that the seafloo r must have been hard ground in order to be gouged
that way, wha t is no t evidenced. Supposing, however that such fast hardening of calcareous
mud took place, two forms of prese rvation of the con ical, un attach ed colonies, occurring in
grea t mass everywhere in th e unit discussed sho uld be expected : 1. It should be presumed
that th ey were able to find suita ble life cond itio ns only in th e low velocity channels, characterized
by compara tively high ra tes of sedimentation. Thi s necessita tes th e sea floor to be literally
fragm ented by such channels in order to offer hospit alit y for so many coloni es as observed,
what is no t evidenced. 2. It should be predicted tha t lower parts of these colonies have been
embedd ed in the fastly hardened mud, protecting them from uprooting. In this case abundant
ro ot parts of colonies and/or complete colonies should be obs erved as present in life positions
everywh ere in the deposits d iscussed , wh ich also has not been evide nced. Ch annelling of the
sea bott o m was pre sent, but rather on a restri cted sca le a nd cor als were neither dependent
nor involved in the system of channels, bu t were widely scattered on the sea bottom in a carpetlike ma nner.
In addition to disagre ements with SIEDLECKA'S (1968) opinion s in so me detail s (see p. 55
in th is pa per), her general reco nstruction of ecologica l cond itions of development of corals
an d accompanied fau na in the upper T reskelodden beds (SIEDLECKA 1968: 86-88) is also not
accepted here. Although supported correctly by studies on Recent corals, it is not applicable
4-
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to the area and strata in question, because of redeposition of the fauna. However, the rapid
burial and reworking of the fauna presumed by her, could be well accepted as one of the possible variants of the reconstruction.
In addition to those discussed above (pp. 36, 37) several other observations and opinions
of CZARNIECKI (1969) are not confirmed by the present investigations. It has not been observed
that "Between Creek IV and Creek III Horizon III and the overlying terrigenic, non fossiliferous rocks have been gradually eroded before the deposition of dark limestones of Horizon
IV". Third set of coralliferous beds and the overlying non-fossiliferous deposits are well developed in that area (fig. 2).
. It is not clear from CZARNIECKI'S (1969) paper whether he correlated coralliferous conglomerates of his profiles "Moraine" (= approximately Section 2 in this paper) and "Treskelodden" (= Section I in this paper) with the lowermost coralliferous deposits of Creek IV
or with IV Coral Horizon of BIRKENMAJER (1964). From CZARNIECKI'S (1969) text-fig. 8 the
first possibility seems likely, but in the text (p. 239) he wrote: "There followed a period of optimal life conditions, when dark fossiliferous limestones have been formed. The flat coral
colonies occurring in the upper surface of the conglomerates on Treskelen are probably coeval."
Thus he clearly correlated "IV Coral Horizon" of the middle part of Treskelen with "Ill Coral
Horizon" of the southern part of that peninsul a. He further noted that "The positions of the
uppermost and the lowermost fossiliferous intercalations in Creek IV and in Hyrnefjellet
appear to be identical". An analysis of the coral fauna and observations made in the field rather
show that the lowermost exposed coralliferous sediments in Hyrnefjellet should be correlated
with second set of coraIIiferous beds.
There are several misunderstandings or simplifications in that part of CZARNIECKI'S
(1969) work which concerns depositional environments and rates of sedimentation of the upper
Treskelodden beds (pp. 237-239). Most conclusions were based on the supposition that the
coral fauna was preserved in life position and that fossiliferous layers in the "Coral Horizons"
I to III are distributed in primary patches: "In the Treskelodden beds the lenses of sandy coral
limestones correspond to the patches covered and stabilized by organisms, and layers of crossbedded sandstones, lenses and intercalations of conglomerates correspond to the shifting
sands. In the course of sedimentation of the lower part of the Treskelodden beds the position
of both changed frequently." Because of this suggested distribution he then mentioned that
the lower part of the upper Treskelodden beds"... is strikingly analogous to the distribution
of benthonic organisms observed by N. D. NEWELL et al. (1951) in the zone between the reef
and the shore of the Andros Island of the Bahamas". In my opinion this analogy is incorrect
first because the coral colonies "whose height reaching a few score centimeters almost equals
the thickness of particular. layers" (CZARNIECKI, 1969:238) are all redeposited. Some rest on
their sides, others are overturned. Several are not even colonies but represent drifted accumulations of broken branches of fasciculate colonies of rugose corals. All biogenic material now
seen was produced and accumulated by physical factors and its present distribution has nothing
in common with patchy organic accumulations. The dominance of quartzitic sand both in
"Coral Horizons" I and 11 and in the lower and upper parts of "Coral Horizons" III (the only
calcareous components are cement and bioclasts), mechanical damage of the fauna and its
distribution are additional arguments against CZARNIECKI'S (1969) reconstruction of the upper
Treskelodden beds depositional environment.
As it has already been mentioned most of my earlier remarks on palaeogeography (FEDOROWSKI 1965) are now retracted. Only the conclusion concerning the geographical position
of the Svalbard Archipelago (approximately 30° and 35°N) are stilI thought to be correct.
The new information presented here also negates the earlier comparison between the upper
Treskelodden beds and the Upper Devonian of Ardennes (FEDOROWSKI 1965: 157).
The lack of fauna identification prevents acceptation of NYSAETHER'S (1977) correlation
of the Torell Land and the Hornsund area deposits, although his opinion seems probable.
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It should also be stressed that in contrast to his meaning, the overwhelming majority of the
non-fossiliferous deposits underlying the Kapp Starostin Formation in the Burgerbukta area
are marine sediments. The dolomitic and marly limestones, described herein from the northern
slope of Kruseryggen (fig. 3) bear no trace of continental origin .

INTERPRETAnON
DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS BELOW THE THIRD SET OF CORALLlFEROUS BEDS
The lithological character and geographical distribution of the upper Treskelodden beds
limited the following remarks in respect to some regions and units. The Gray Conglomerate
"Horizon", clearly recognizable on Treskclen and Hyrnefjellet, is the lowermost unit discussed.
This is the only regionally developed unit of the upper Treskelodden beds, the continental
origin of which was documented. Dr. J. SKOCZYLAS (see Appendix) demonstrated the mountain rivers regime of sedimentation of the upper part of this unit (here the accepted meaning).
Because the lithology of its lower part does not differ significantly, the whole unit is supposed
here to have developed under similar conditions. BIRKENMAJER (1964: 100) also considered
the Gray Conglomerate as pos sible river deposits. The presence of this unit in the Burgerbukta
area seems very possible, although it has not been documented. It is preasumed here that the
upper part of the thick conglomeratic series under the first appearance of corals in the Burgerbukta area is an equivalent of the Gray Conglomerate and deposits described by BIRKENMAJER
(I 964: Table 3) as II Clastic Horizon.
All deposits developed in Treskelen-Hyrnefjellet area between the Gray Conglomerate
"Horizon" and the third set of coralliferous beds form a natural unit. The boundary between
it and the Gray Conglomerate "Horizon" is in all exposures sharply accentuated in the Recent
morphology. This is mainly due to a rapid change in the rock texture from medium- or coarsegrained quartzitic sandstones to very fine-grained, thinly-bedded sandstones and/or siltstones.
The amount of calcium carbonate cement, accompanied by an increase of grain size becomes
greater fastly but gently upwards. Deposits became lenticular and commonly cross-bedded.
Two lowermost coralliferous sets of beds are included in this sequence as episodic events.
The lithology of coralliferous beds does not differ from that of coarser-grained, non-fossiliferous calcareous sandstones of the unit. Corals are mixed with pebbles and quartz grains
and must be treated as clasts. The distribution of individual sets of coralliferous beds is uneven.
The first set starts farther to the south and does not proceed as far north as the second (fig. 2).
There are no certain criteria as to the marine or continental origin of the deposits discussed. The two sets of coralliferous beds were almost univocally (except for HEINTZ, ill FEDORowSKI 1967) considered as marine. Although this is also my opinion, the redeposition of the fauna
makes all earlier reconstructions of depositional environments of the se two sets of beds unsupported .
The environmental requirements of all of the coral faunas studied here as to the water
temperature and salinity is assumed as similar to the requirements of the hermatypic Scleraetinia. This point of view is generally accepted as far as colonial rugosans are concerned and
does not need special discussion. Corals supplement NAIRN'S (1960) palaeomagnetic and SMITH,
et al. (I 973) plate-tectonic reconstructions of the Permian geographical position of the Svalbard
Archipelago in the Subtropics.
The position, state of preservation, faunal composition and external characters of corals
from the first and second sets differ and should be discussed separately. The fauna of the first
set bears the following characteristics: I) Large, bushlike, fasciculate colonies or fragmented
branches predominate. 2) Cerioid colonies are absent, while plocoid ones are small and often
flattened. 3) The accompanied fauna and flora are found sporadically in isolated places.
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The colonies mentioned above indicat e at least two different ecological niches of their
origin. Fasciculate colonies are mostly of the sha pe illustrated by HUBBARD (1974, fig. I E)
as char acteristic for irregularly compact ed chondrit es churned wackestone substrates: They
could also be compared to colonies of G-type on fig. 4 of the same paper, but mainly in respect
of high sedimentation rat es. As colonies of thi s shape and form of growth predominate, it
cou ld be assumed that their life area was characterized by rather quiet water and considerably
high rat es of sediment deposition. Existence of such conditions could well be expected in a rather
narrow bay that possibly extended between the Hornsund-Sorkapp High and the land eastwards of the studied area. The arid climate, reconstructed by SIEDLECKA (1972) an d FOLK
and SIEDLECKA (1974) makes it possible to pre sume that the fresh water supply of rivers was
practically none and corals were given suitable conditions to develop. The flattened plo coid
colonies could have inh ab ited shallower parts of the sea bottom, more exposed to the activ ity
of waves (HUBBARD 1974, colonies B, C). The terrigenic fabric could have been transported
to the bay due sea activity (waves, currents), by seasonal rivers and perhaps by winds. Th e reconstructed sedimentary environments could be to some extent compared to the shelf environment
of the Persian G ulf (FRIEDMAN and SANDERS 1978), pos sibly except for a less warm clima te.
SIEDLECKA' (1968 :87) a lready pointed out th at " within the littoral zone of the Upper
Carboniferous, Lower Permian sea, develop ed in the present vicinity of the Treskelen peninsula,
no coral reefs could have been formed." I agree with th at conclusion in spite of the fact that
it was based not on the living but on the depository conditions of corals. It could be speculated,
however, that there were also no reefs in th e life area of corals, because of lack of potential
frame work organisms or pebbles of reef limestone in the corals bearing calcareous san dstones .
The organic remain s now found in the studied area were all transported, but the ir origin
and ways of transportation were differen t. This determined their recently observed scattering
throughout the most part of the discu ssed set of coralliferous beds and their dense r accumulation in restricted areas (Creek IV and the vicinity of Section 2) where rich thanatocoenoses
have been formed. The follo wing categories of transported organic rema ins can be distinguished:
Corals : I) Rounded fragments of fasciculate colonies with the infilling matrix possi bly introductory litified prior to the exhumation. 2) Comparatively large fragments of fascicu late colonies with no traces of rounding or exotic fabric (poss ibly not buried). 3) Small fragments
of fascicul ate colonies, not covered with the exotic fabric but slightly rounded sometimes.
4) M assive colonies, commonly better rounded than fragments of fasciculate colonies, bu t
also without exotic fabric. 5) A single colony interp reted to has been transported in vivo.
Other fauna and flora, fou nd only in the vicinity of Section 2: I) Variously preserved brachiopods. Complete specimens were found only in the lower , coarser part of the unit. I ncomplete
specimens and small fragments are scattered throughout the unit. 2) Gastropods, rather rare
but often well pr eserved, were found throu ghout the unit. 3) Calcareous algae occur either
as small colonies or as broken fragments throughout the unit. 4) Undeterminable carbonized
fragments of plants occur ma inly in the upper part of the unit.
O bservations in Creek IV (see earli er discu ssion) indic ate that the life area of. corals
deposited within it could not have been very extended and that the transportation has been
marine rather than an y other (a colony tran sported in vivo). The distribution of organic remains
within the Creek and in its vicinity was cau sed by the sea floor configuration: the Creek area
itself formed a shallow ditch, constructed perhaps ju st after the G ray Conglomerate "Horizon"
deposition. The exposure is too restricted to be able to ascertain if this ditch was parallel or
perpend icular to th e sea shore. It served as a depository are a for the coarsest transported c1asts
and for most of the organic remains both tran sported directly to it and washed into it from
the slightly high er vicinity areas. Although tr apped in the ditch, the inorganic sediment and
organic remains were subj ected to further processes (local wash outs, aggregations, etc. , described earlier).
In the vicinity of Section 2 the accumulation of org anic remains bears a slightly different
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character. The brachiopod-gastropod faun a is in a state of preservation (see above) which
rather excludes their longer transportation. It is presumed here that this fauna has been buried
almost on place by rapid sedimentation of coarse sand and pebbles. Some of these pebbles
are massive rounded colonies of corals and rounded fasciculate colonies. The state of preservation and position within deposits allows one to regard all the corals observed as sedimentological clasts of a different origin. The matrix filling up the rounded fasciculate colonies, although similar to the surrounding matrix , does not mix with the latter. This indicates at least
introductory consolidation of the primary coralliferous deposits prior to their erosion and
redeposition. Temporary emergence of such sediments seems most possible, but underwater
lithification could not be excluded (BATHURST 1975; FRIEDMAN and SANDERS 1978). In the
last case a single colony, the shape of which indicates that it mu st have been buried during its
life-time for at least 1/3 of its height, could have supplied material for both, pebbles (the buried
part of a colony) and drifted remains (upper 2/3 parts of a colony). The fragmented branches
and most probably also massive colonies, never showing traces of exotic matrix on their surfaces, were only reworked and either have never been buried or have been washed out from
unconsolidated mud. Two possibilities may be presumed then: I) The remanie assemblage
is slightly older geologically not only than the brachiopods and gastropods, but also than the
small fragments of branches of fasciculate colonies found in the unit. 2) In spite of their recent state of preservation, the whole fauna is approximately of the same age. Although the
first possibility seems more probable the time span between the two groups of cor als (rounded
fasciculate colonies and fragmented branches) is too short (if present) to proove it by being
reflected in the coral taxonomy.
The scattered corals between Section 2 and Creek IV and northwards of the latter should
be considered as transported prior to the lithification. Thi s is indicated not only by a lack
of the exotic fabric on them , but first of all by a destruction of several skeletons, which took
place due to a pressure on coralla and individual cor allites prior to the infilling of their interstructural spaces.
Similarly as in the first, the coral fauna of the second set of coralliferous beds is all redeposited and no " bioherms" of SIEDLECKA (1968 :78) exist there. The accompaning fauna,
mainly brachiopods, is .poor, scattered and often broken. Th e lithology of this unit along most
of Treskelen is so uniform that it could well be treated as a single bed. In contrast to the first
set of coralliferous beds, it does not show as variable lenticular morpholo'gy, but it also does
not contain any evidence of fauna or flora, which could directly confirm its marine origin.
The character of the coral fauna differs from that of the first set. This concerns mainly
the growth form and shape of corals, becau se the taxonomy of the newly collected material
is not yet studied. Colonial forms predominate and among them the massive colonies of the
plocoid type are most common. Solitary cor als are rare and were found only in a single place,
slightly north of Creek IV. Fa sciculate colonies are present mainly in a form of separated
branches (along Treskelen) or aggregates of branches and small fragments of colonies (Hyrnefje1let). Massive colonies of rugose and tabulate corals, although often incomplete and with eroded
surfaces, show hemispherical shape , similar to the type illustrated by HUBBARD (1974:fig.
4A). Although not so regular as those of HUBBARD (1974), the colonies discussed could have
developed only on a rather hard bottom with low rates of sedimentation. Indiv idual irregularities in colony shapes were cau sed by local differences in food or light supply and have no
major importance for the discussion herein. Scleractinian colonies of the type discussed grew
in shallow water of rather low energy (GOREAU 1959). Although found along most of the Treskelen peninsula (see discussion above) as comparatively large but rare and scattered samples;
the colonies discussed are more frequent between Creek IV and Hyrnefjellet.
The life area of solitary corals was characterized by' slightly different factors. The water
energy was low, but the sedimentation rate should had been faster than in the case discussed
above, and the bottom was not rocky but possibly muddy. This is documented by the narrow,
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elongated shape of specimens, by skeletons rather heavy in their lower parts, allowing stabilization in the mud and by a lack of talons or any other kind of attaching processes.
Branches of fasciculate colonies are too fragmentary to characterize directly any environment. A lack of attaching processes on the lateral sides of twigs and long, non-offsetting fragments could indirectly indicate rather quiet conditions of their development.
The above discussion can only to a restricted characterize degree the prevalent life conditions. It can be presumed that the rocky bottom area inhabited by massive colonies existed
comparatively close to.the ancient depository and the recent study area. This can be documented
by both the number and the state of preservation of these corals. The area was not exposed
to strong activity of waves, but it was open for more or less radial food supply and was cleaned
by local currents from excess of sediment. Separated, shadowed places of the same area, characterized by higher rates of sedimentation could well have been life areas of solitary corals.
Although the number of samples is restricted, it can be stressed that several specimens possessed preserved external walls and parts of calices, which determines their short transport. Fasciculate colonies were also inhabitants of rather quiet water, but their advanced destruction
indicates a longer way of transportation. They may well have grown in a deeper, seawards
parts of the area. All the deduced ecological niches could well have existed in a bay, which has
already been mentioned in the discussion upon the first set of coraIIiferous beds.
None of the samples observed show any exotic fabric on their surface, which rather
excludes their pre-drifting burial , lithification and exhumation. Several massive colonies,
especially those on Treskelen are rounded, however.
The lithology and fauna of the discussed unit indicate a short period of rapid sedimentation, possibly restricted to a single impuls that caused uprooting, transportation and deposition of drifted and mixed skeletons and inorganic clasts: sand grains and small pebbles.
There is no direct indication as to marine transportation of fabric and sedimentation of this
unit, but this can be deduced. The observed texture, character of calcareous cement and the
state of preservation of corals, especially of the solitary forms, rather exclude flooting or other
river sedimentary conditions. Also the lake environment , although possible when only the rock
texture is considered, should be excluded. There are no signs on the coral and other fauna
that they have been subjected to so many steps of reworking and transportation which are
required to have translocated it from the purely marine life area to a lake depository.
The meaning presented here is in agreement with CZARNIECKI'S (1969) rather than to
BmKENMAJER'S (1964) reconstruction of sedimentary conditions. The often observed gradual
transition from unfossiliferous to coraIIiferous deposits and the episodic character of the latter
argue, in my opinion, for considering the whole "11 Clastic Horizon" of BIRKENMAJER (1964)
as developed under conditions generally similar, but variable in details. A very shallow
shelf with a generally marine environment, but with separated parts of the area temporarily
exposed above the sea level, seems most probable to consider. I agree with BmKENMAJER (1964)
that very little differences in the sea level could have caused considerable environmental changes
in such a shallow area. The field observations and the above deductions do not confirm the
more general land-sea successions within the unit discussed, which could be considered as sedimentary cycles in the meaning accepted by Glossary of Geology (1972: 177; 608).
A small coraIIiferous lens found by myself in Creek IV above the second set of coralliferous beds (see discussion above) can serve as additional argument against cyclicity of the
discussed deposits. The development of this very local structure in Creek IV, which has earlier
been considered as a local ditch, and a lack of its equivalents elsewhere is considered here
as a simple function of coastal and marine .bottom diversity against the hydrodynamic agents.
Consequently lack of the fauna in calcareous sandstones and calcareous pebbly sandstones
equivalent to this lens, as well as in other similar beds or lenses developed so frequently on
different levels of the unit discussed, is not due to a change of the general depositional environment. It rather has taken place due to local characteristics, such as distance from the life
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to the depository area of the fauna, changes of main directions of transportation, traps (ditches, channels) on the sea bottom along the way of transportation, inadequate energy, or
these and other factors combined. Presence of this lens and the episodic character of the earlier
discussed coralliferous deposits demonstrated above, makes it possible to presume that the
number of such coralliferous intercalations increases westwards and those of the studied area
resulted only from the transportation ability more effectively aroused in these than in other
periods of sedimentation of the unit discussed.
As it has already been pointed out in the preceeding chapter most of the changes observed
are considered as being tectonically controlled. Two kinds of tectonic activity can be distinguished: 1) A slow and differentiated downwarping of the depository basin, which produced
a transgressive sequence from the continental deposits of the Hyrnefjellet beds into interfingering, continental to marine facies, finally into purely marine environments in the upper
Treskelodden beds, or at least the upper part of the latter. 2) Tectonic impacts developed on
a local scale, caused by fault movements. The first of the two listed components is so far confirmed by: 1) Accumulation of approximately 15-20 m of clastic deposits of the unit discussed
without any major changes of depositionary environments. This must be noted that similar
results would be achieved by an increase of the sea level. 2) Northwards translocation of the
sedimentary basin axis, documented by distribution of the two so far discussed sets of coralliferous beds. This can only be explained as caused by tectonic factors. It is much better documented above the third set of coralliferous beds.
The second tectonic component is documented by introductory stages of all sets of coralliferous beds, the fauna of which was derived from life areas, often broken or abraded, mixed
with coarse clasts and redeposited. The fault movements along the main faulting area westward
of Hornsund is here regarded as responsible for the energy increase which allowed to derive
the fauna and to transport all the material mentioned. I agree with WORSLEY'S (personal comm.)
supposition that the Hornsund/Sorkapp High was a source area for at least part of clastic deposits of the upper Treskelodden beds.

DEPosmONAL ENVIRONMENTS IN THE THIRD SET OF CORALLIFEROUS BEDS

In contrast to the local development of the two lower sets of coralliferous beds, the third
set is more regional in scale involving both northern (Burgerbukta) and southern (TreskelenHyrnefjellet) parts of the Hornsund area. Although bearing some intermediate characteristics,
such as the first appearance of elongated limestone lenses, it belongs to the same kind of regional and local tectonic activity as that involving lower sets. This is documented both by the
character and thickness of deposits. The coral and other fauna must still be treated as sedimentological clasts, transported from western directions to the near shore region and deposited.
Redeposition of this fauna was already pointed out by SIEDLECKA (1968:89). The reconstruction
of the life conditions of this fauna given by her, is not accepted here, however.
The fauna of the unit discussed is much more complex than that of the preceding one
containing foraminiferal, bryozoan and crinoid remains in addition to the formerly existing
corals, brachiopods and gastropods. Most of this fauna, except for corals, is taxonomically
unidentifiable because of advanced fragmentation. The coral fauna varies greatly in taxonomy,
shape, form of growth and in recent distribution both vertically and laterally.
The most diversified and the richest fauna is that of the lower conglomeratic unit and
among it the large solitary corals without talons and/or attaching processes, conico-cylindrical
in shape and with calices much deeper on their concave sides are most widely distributed
throughout the area. Characteristics of these corals indicate that they were derived from a rather
quiet environment of low rates of sedimentation. They rested on the sea bottom, perhaps
partly buried in mud, with only calices protruding and directed current-wards. Observations
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of HUBBARD (1966, 1970) and HUBBARD and POCOCK (1972) confirm this reconstruction. The
corals discussed exhibit either alm ost no tr aces of mechanical damage (Section 11) or are
fragmented but commonly not rounded or only slightly rounded.
The next in importance are medium and small plocoid colonie s, mostly originally flattened, but often distinctly rounded in accordance to th is flatte ning. They are distributed throughout the studied area, except for the Burgerbukta and the southernmost part of Tre skelen,
between' Sections I and 3. The se coloni es and a single hemispherical colony found in Creek
IV just above the coarsest fraction of the sediment, are directly comparabl e to those, characterized earlier for the first arid second sets and were derived from similar environment.
The very large, flat colon ies found between Sections 1 and 2 are restricted only to that
area. They are incrusting coloni es, cha racteristic' for a high energy regime (Types B of HUBBARD 1974, fig. 4) and were derived and tr ansported as light, nonlithified coralla with no sediment in the intrastructural spaces of corallites. Th is is indicated by th eir inte rrelation
the coarse sediment of the depo sitory area, which was pressed into the lowermost parts of skeletons during deposition and comp act ion. Thi s was observed in coloni es resting in seemingly
natural positions, as well as in those resting upside do wn. It must be stre ssed that not only
the discussed colonies, but also all other coral skeletons, transported pr ior to having their
interstructural spaces infilled, exhibit hydrodynamic relations different than heavy clasts.
They could have been transported by saltation or partly in suspension over the sea bottom.
This made abrasion of such skeletons rather small by comparison to their size and the distance
of transportation.
Accumulations of fragmented branches and small parts of fasciculate colonies have
been found only in the upper part of the southern slope of Hyrnefj ellet. These fragments are
of the same characteristics as those discussed earlier for branching corals of the second set
of coralliferous beds, and can serve the same purpose of deduction of their original habitat.
The distribution pattern and the character of the coral fauna briefly discussed above,
brings some information as to the environment of the coral and other fauna life area, lenght
and kind of transportation, depositional environments and, indirectly, impulses conditioning
redeposition.
The environment in general seems to have been similar to that of the preceding coralliferous unit. It could be supposed, however , that the elevated area, inha bited by the massive,
flattened colonies was in the case of the discussed unit located slightly more seaward. Th e area
inhabited by solitary corals and locally also by fasciculate colonies was not only closer to the
depository area, but it was also more widely developed. This may have been a long belt of sandy
or muddy sea bottom parallel to the sea shore, shadowed from the sea side by the mentioned
elevation and cleaned by weak currents from sediment excess. Th is reconstruction, although
hypothetical, is supported by the character of the coral fauna and by the lithology of the algae
encrusted pebble (pI. 10: 6 a, b) perh aps derived from the area close to the life area of the solitary corals. A patchy distribution of massive and fasciculate colo nies and their different
resistance against destruction, produced the patte rn of occurrence observed. The very large
colonies of the southern part of Treskel en were prob ably der ived from the most seaward parts
of the elevation mentioned. Their light and flat skeletons produced only slight resistan ce against
water allowing long distance transportation either by suspension or by saltation or by both
combined. They were deposited with solitary corals, characterized by heavier skeletons and
shapes which enabled rather anchorage on the sea bottom than a long way transport.
The pebbles encrusting calcareous algae seem to be the best criteriu m for marin e sedimentation of the deposits discussed. The often observed gradational transition into it from the
underlying deposits (see discussion abov e) may form an additional indirect argument for the
marine origin of most of the form er unit. It must be mentioned, however, that there also are
channels and erosive surfaces ob served both beneath and within the now discussed unit , indicating a much more complex sedimentary environment than briefly discussed herein.
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The upper part of the th ird set of coralliferou s beds is characterized by th ickly-bedd ed
deposits lacking large clasts. Lateral development of calcareous sandstones and very long
lenses of limestones reflect either diversity of the sea shore line, locat ed eastwards, or diversified
intensity of the clastic fabri c supply . Th e available dat a do not permit to solve this question.
Corals are very rare in thi s pa rt of the unit but the drifted colony of Prot owentzelella found
in the limestone, announces the futu re richness of th is genus. The upp ermost part of the unit
is again more sandy a nd is characterized by very rare and scattered branc hes of fasciculate
colo nies, derived fro m somewhere and tran spo rted by waves and currents.

DEPOSITl ONAL ENVIRONMENTS ABOVE TH E T HIRD SET O F CORALLl FEROUS BEDS

As in the case of non -fossiliferous deposits below the third set of coralliferous beds,
there is no certain sedimentological and petro grap hical information as to the marine or continental depositional environment of the non- fossiliferous deposits above that set. A slow transition between these two units and the var iable lithology, described above, make local development of several hab itat s, sta rting from purely marine to lagoonal, estuary or near-shore lakes ,
most likely.
Depositional environments above th e th ird set are int erpr eted here as being tectonically
con trolled, but with lesser influence of local tectonic impacts than in the lower units and with
the general tend ency of the whole area to subside much faster in its northern part. The southern
part of Treskelen was downw arped very little or was almost immobile. The mentioned downwarping tendency was accompanied by a contemporaneous movement of the shore line eastwards, which made the connection of the discussed area with north-western seas more open.
These two tendencies established new depositional enviro nments, best seen in the fifth set
of cor alliferous beds.
Development of the fourth set of corallifero us beds could only briefly be reconstructed,
because of comp arati vely poor exposure. It is characterized by a considerabl e lateral and vertical variability in the lithology and faunal composition and by the appearance of almost completely new coral fauna, especia lly as fa r as colonial forms are concerned. This may have been
cau sed by an immigrat ion of new taxa into the vicinity of the studied area and/o r by the mentioned movement of the sea shore, maki ng the life areas of that new fauna closer to the depository area, or by both factors combined.
Redeposition of the fauna available for study seems certa in, but its origin and tran sportat ion distance were different iated. The fauna of the lowermost part of the unit on Treskelen
and all specimens o n Hyrnefj ellet are accomp anied by sandy deposits and show advanced
destruction and/or rounding . J udging from grow th forms observed, it could have been derived
fro m ecological niches analogous to thos e reconstructed above for the second and third sets
of cora llifero us beds.
Using HECKEL'S (1972) criteria, the depository and tran spo rt conditions could be again
only indirectly deduce d as marine and caused by an rapid increase of the tra nsportation ability
at the beginning of the unit. The further development of the unit was most pro bably depend ent
of the dist ance to the clastics and fau na source areas or on the shore line configuration. The
amount of clastic fa bric admixture on Hyrnefjellet is the largest. It is accompa nied there by
pa tchy distribution of the redeposited fauna, derived from rath er turbidit area (massive colonies) and from more quie t areas (solitary forms and twigs of branching colonies), then transported, mixed and accumulated or scatt ered in accorda nce to the local hydrodynamic conditions, sea bottom configuration, etc. Corals are accom pa nied by broken and worn brach iopod
shells an d for the first time in the upper Treskelodd en beds, by larger amount of well preserved
crinoid columnals. The Hyrnefjellet area was prob abl y located closer to the sea shore from
all places studied.
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Decrease of clastic admixture southwards, accompanied by a slow increase of "fine
magnetic aggregations dispersed throughout the rock" (SIEDLECKA 1968: 8I) and changes
in the fauna composition make it possible to establish some kind of zonation. The vicinity
of Section 9 formed a shallow but comparatively open depository area, large cone-shaped,
massive colonies and large fragments of fasciculate colonies of rugosans were carried into.
Delicate skeletons and mentioned shapes of colonies indicate a quiet environment of their
life area with comparatively high rates of a fine-gr ained sedimentation. The sudden increase
of hydrodynamic energy derived them from their habitats, transported for a short distance,
accumulated and buried by quartzitic sand supplied in greater amount.
Poor exposures nearby and south of Creek IV show pred ominatio n of calcareous deposits in the middle part of the unit and an increase of quartzitic sand admixture uppermost.
The lithology, preservation of fauna and its composition could well be compared to the widely
distributed elsewhere shallow shelf carbonate facies (e. g. GEORGE 1972; HECKEL 19.12; RAMSBOTIOM 1973; FRIEDMAN and SANDERS 1978). This facies is soon replaced southwards by dark,
thinly-bedded limestones with scattered fauna, composed mainly of slightly curved solitary
corals with oblique calice bottoms, wide colonies of branching Tabulata and Rugosa and
of numerous crinoid columnals. The shape and growth form of corals coincide with the character
of sediment, although all samples observed (the number of observations were restricted due
to poor exposure) were moved from life positions. The depository area was perhaps almost
identical or identical with the life area of the fauna, forming a comparatively deep or separated,
quiet and poorly aerated part of the bay . The coral fauna discussed could have perhaps lived
under such conditions releasing itself from the sediment (HUBBARD and POCOCK 1972). It was
only slightly moved from place by strong waving generated by storms or distant fault movements.It may have also been transported by these waves along a short distance, which did not
caused major destruction of coral skeletons, although other fauna, possibly drifted into the
area from its vicinity was more fragmented.
Shallow and more open marine conditions uppermost are documented by lighter, more
sandy deposits and, by accumulations of bryozoans and drifted corals. Poor exposures do not
allow to demonstrate to what extent the coral fauna of this level was damaged by transportation.
Its taxonomic character is similar to that of the next coralliferous unit. The sandstones overlying the fourth set of coralliferous beds were already described by SIEDLECKA (1968:90) as
deposited in the basin deeper than the preceding ones and more open in character, but less
saline. She did not precise whether the presumed depository environments were marine, but
this supposition seems most likely.
In the fifth set of coralliferous beds after a short initial period of clastic sedimentation,
accompanied by longer transported solitary corals, the volume and size of exotic c1asts became
reduced and a more constant marine regime was established. As manifested by calcareous
benthonic algae found in one bed in the Burgerbukta area, the depth of the sea probably did
not exceed 30-40 meters during that limestone deposition. Similarities in lithology allow to extend
that observation onto the other limy deposits of this unit. Several of them show characteristcs
of even shallower water depository environments. The temporary increase of downwarping
of the sea floor led to the deeper water sedimentation of shales. Reduction of the speed of subsidance or more active fault movements might have caused an increase of volume of quartzitic
sand deposition in small clastic intercalations. As it was already discussed above, the coral
fauna of this unit was redeposited..This seems most probable, however that the depositional
environments were not much (if at all) different from the life areas of the fauna and the latter
form drifted assemblages. In some cases, e. g. where very large colonies are considered, transportation may have taken place only along a dozen or so meters and may have been caused
by rapid increase of wave activity, underwater floats or by both these factors combined. The
impacts were not necessarily tectonic. A "biogenic breccia" of Hyrnefjellet is here interpreted
as a sample of a high energy waving destruction and accumulation caused by a hurricane.
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The cone-shaped, large and medium sized cerioid rugose coral colonies form the most
common component of the fauna . Large solitary corals are the next in frequency. Tabulate
corals are represented mostly by small, hemispherical, fasciculate or subcerioid colonies and
by very large colonies of irregular shape, often asymmetrically elongated. Fasciculate
colonies of rugose corals are rare and scattered. Fauna other than corals, although diversified,
is not numerous and is often fragmented. Some portions of many coral colonies are damaged
in a way indicating compaction and high pressure of the sediment on the empty skeletons.
A shallow, diversified shelf area, located not far from the sea-shore could be deduced
from the so far discussed observations as both life and depository environments of the fauna.
The rates of sedimentation , conditioned by configuration of the sea floor and the supply of
the clastic fabric varies, but its average, calculated above from growth striae of corallites,
was high. These high rates of sedimentation were probably conditioned by the location of the
depository basin in a bay, the supply of sediment drifted into and produced on place (activity
of organisms) was much higher than its delivery. The downwarping tendency of the area,
. better accentuated in its northern part , caused a northward succession of deposits. Within
the fifth set of coralliferous beds on Treskelen and Hyrnefjellet this sucession is so far demonstrated only by northward increasing thickness, but their most possible equivalents on Kruseryggen (see section 13)also show an increase of number of beds and differentiation in sedimentology
caused by factors not reflected in the southern part of the area. The non-fossiliferous, often
dolomitic deposits, developed only in northern part show that the southern part of the area
was probably already uplifted and exposed for erosion at that time. Deposition of these nonfossiliferous, intercalated dolomitic and clastic beds could have taken place in more or less
isolated remainings of the former large bay of the upper Treskelodden beds time. Higher salinity (dolomitic beds) or higher supply of clastic fabric, accompanied perhaps by lower salinity
(sandstones and conglomerates) may have been conditioned by temporary higher evaporation
replaced by a higher supply of fresh water and quartzitic sand transported occasionally by
seasonal rivers. The correlation of the afore discussed unit with the Unit 2 of NYSAETHER (1977),
although temporary, seems likely.
I

SUMMARY
1. Deposits of the upper Treskelodden beds are divided into several sets of beds according to their origin. Although often comparable to BIRKENMAJER'S (1964) "Horizons", they
cannot be called that, because of their complexity.
2. The coralliferous and non-fossiliferous character of deposits cannot be explained
by their marine versus continental origin. All upper Treskelodden beds sediments, except
for the Gray Conglomerate "Horizon", are considered here as generally marine, although
local emersions above the sea level most possibly have taken place.
3. Tectonic control of sedimentation is documented by rapid and short increases of hydrodynamic energy, manifested by levels of conglomerates, accompanied several times by drifted
faunas, and by the differentiated speed of downwarping of the southern and northern parts
of the studied area.
. 4. The growth form and shape of individual groups of corals indicate that they were
derived from different ecological niches due to a commonly acting strong agent and were mixed
together during transportation to the depository areas. A part of the coral fauna in the lowermost set was transported in the form of partly lithified pebbles, while other corals of this and
all corals of higher sets of coralliferous beds were transported as fresh, mostly empty skeletons.
At least part of that fauna may have been transported in suspension, what prevented its rounding.
5. Due to a general downwarping tendency of the depository area, the shore line has
moved eastward and individual sets of coralliferous beds became located successively closer
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to the fauna life areas. Some parts of the fourth set and most of the fifth set could be almost
equalled to the life are as of corals.
6. Rates of sedimentation of limestones of the fifth set of coralliferous beds, calculated
from growth of coral colonies are very high. Also other deposits bear characteristics of being
fast or even rapid. However, the total time of deposition of the upper Treskelodden beds could
not be calculated by simply adding the thicknesses of individual beds or sets of beds, because
of the unknown time spans of gaps in sedimentation and effects of local and general (prior
to the Kapp Starostin Formation) erosion.
7. The northward translocation of the sedimentary basin aXIS, caused by downwarping
tendency accentuated more strongly in the northern part of the studied area has taken place
during the whole time span of the upper Treskelodden beds deposition. It was finally resulted
in the exposition of the southern part of the studied area for erosion, while accumulation of
sediments in the northern part has taken place in an isolated basin of variable, supersaline and
brackish (?) regime (the non-fossiliferous deposits between the upper Treskelodden beds and
the Kapp Starostin Formation).

APPENDIX

JANUSZ SKOCZYLAS

ANALYSIS OF TWO SAMPLES FROM THE GRAY CONGLOMERATE "HORIZON"
Two samples were granulometrically investigated for size and morphology of grains.
The achieved results are composed in the enclosed table in accordance to the nomenclature
of GRADzn(jsKI et al. (1976) and KRYGOWSKI (1964).
granulation

morphology

Sample
GSS
1
2

2·67
2.77

GSO
1.34
1.84

GSK

GSP

Wo

Nm

-0·28
- 0.009

0.91
0·57

510
630

5·0
4·2

The above data show the fine grain size of both samples (GSO). According to FOLK
and WARD (1957) classification, the sediments are poorly sorted. The negative skewness (GSK)
excludes an aeolian origin of th at sand.
The results were compared to the following diagrams:
1. Interdependence of skewness and mean grain size for beach and dune sands (FRIEDMAN
1961). Both samples were placed in a field of beach sands.
2. Interdependence of standard devi ation and mean grain size (MAIOLA and WEISER 1968).
Both samples were placed in the field of river sands.
3. Interdependence of the above factors in accordance to FRIEDMAN (1961) for river and dune
sands. Both samples were placed in the field of river sands.
4. Interdependence of mean diameter and coefficient of sorting for different environments
(BULLER and Mc MANUS 1972) namely for aeolic sands, quiet water deposits, beaches and
river sands. In this diagram both samples were placed in the quiet water deposits field.
In investigations on morphology of quartz grains KRYGOWSKI'S (1964) method was
applied. According to that method it can be stated that dominative grains of Sample 2 are
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placed in the sharp-edged (~) class an d tho se of Sample 1 are placed in a very sharp edged
class (L,). The hetero geneity index (Nm) indicates a regime of constant but low ability for selection. In accord ance to the above investigations both these sampl es are placed in the field
of diagram ind icating a mountain river regime.
Summarizing the ach ieved results it cou ld be stated that the sand s investigated con tai n
badly sorted and sharp or very sharp edged grains an d are composed of debris fabric which
underwent short tran sportation in rivers.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 5-22

All the photographs. except when otherwise stated were made by J. Fedorowski

PLATE

5

\

1. The general view of Section 2. Symbols: GC Gray Conglomerate "Horizon" ; I CS the first set of coraliferous beds;

III CS the third set of coralliferous beds with the level of the coral fauna marked by the dashed line.
2-6. Different parts of the first set of coralliferous beds in Section 2.
2. The thickest exposed fragment of outcrop with regular level of branches of fasciculate colonies and a fragment of
massive colony (arrow). Long axes of specimens are directed W-E.
3. The northern part of set enriched with large cobbles; corals are marked as follows: S solitary, F fasciculate colony,
C - massive colony.
4. Southern part of the outcrop ; two irregularly rounded, massive colonies of rugose corals (contoured) are embedded
in coarse-grained calcareous sandstone with scattered c1asts of white and black chert.
5. The level of well oriented twigs of fasciculate colon ies of rugose corals in the lower part and scattered twigs and a solitary coral (S) in the upper part of the set. The long axes of all specimens show W-E lineation.
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6. The lower, conglomeratic part of set with a f1ately rounded fasciculate coral colony, approximately 70 cm in maximum
diameter, showing N-S lineation of the long axis.
7. Section 3; the coarse-grained calcareous sandstone of the first set of coralliferous beds with the irregular lens of finegrained calcareous sandstone and with a fragment of solitary coral (arrow).

PLATE 6

The first set of coralIiferous beds
1. 550 m south of Creek IV. A large (over 20 cm in diameter) well rounded clast in 5 cm thick level of coralliferous pebbly
sandstone with fragments of fasciculate coral colonies (arrows).
2. 500 m south of Creek IV. Thinly-bedded calcareous sandstones with 5-10 cm thick coralliferous intercalation are
covered by 30-40 cm thick bed of quartzitic sandstone.
3. 850 m south of Creek IV. The lithology as above. The coralliferous intercalation is marked by the compass (arrow).
4. 900 m south of Creek IV. The lithology and sequence as above.
5. 600 m south of Creek IV. The round ed colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea (1/2 nat size; photo. A. PIETURA).
6. Cross-bedding in the colony embedded sandstone (nat. size; photo . A. PIETURA).

PLATE 7

The first set of coralliferous beds

In

Creek IV

I. The large, well rounded pebble of gray, quartzitic sandstone.
2. The fasciculate colony of rugose corals in seemingly growth position "arrested" by the large cobble of whitish chert.
Corallites in the lower part of the colony present advanced mechanical destruction .
3. Two colonies in seemingly growth position with lower parts destroyed and the upper surfaces cut off by a fastly transported sand (see also pI. 8: 6).
4. The originally uneven thickness of the coralliferous pebbly sandstone with fragments of fasciculate colonies of rugose
corals. Note the sharp (possibly erosive) boundary with the underlying thinly-bedded, fine-grained calcareous sandstones .
5. Two large, overturned and partly destroyed fasciculate colonies of rugose corals occupying almost the whole thickness
of the bed.
6, 7. Disorderly accumulations of individual twigs of fasciculate colonies of rugose corals.
8. Three differently oriented fragments of fasciculate colonies of rugose corals (arrows) and several small fragments
of twigs (right).

PLATE 8

The first set of coralliferous beds in Creek IV and its vicinity
1. The disorderly accumulation of twigs of fasciculate colonies of rugose corals. Arrows indicate distal ends of twigs.
2. The local erosive structure in deposits immediately under the accumulation of individual twigs of fasciculate colonies.
3. The accumulation of well oriented individual twigs.
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4. Fines upwards calcareous sandstone in southernmost part of Creek IV with overturned and partly abraded fascicula te
colony and abraded massive colony of rugo se corals lowermo st.
5. The deta il of fig. 8 (arrow) showing a small wash out within the first set of coralliferous beds.
6. The close view on the colony illustrated on pI. 7 : 3 (left) showing destru ction of its lower part.
7. 35 m north of the place presented on fig. 4. The northernmost found larg e fragments of rugo se coral colonies in the
set discussed .
8. Small wash outs in the coraIIiferous bed a nd immediately under deposits (see also fig. 5).

PLAT E 9

All pictures taken in Creek IV except when stated
I . Th e first set of coraIIiferous beds. Th e overturned colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea depo sited together with the upper
part. of the conglomerate. D irections of gro wth of some cor aIIites (arrows) suggest that th eir polyp s survived transportation.
2-5. The second set of coraIIiferous beds. 2 Large colonies of Protolonsdaleiastraea (right) and Roemeripora (left), both
in seeming ly growth position . The concentration of coarser fraction on the lee side of the tabul ate colony indicates
N-->- S direction of paleocurrent. 3 The over turned and partl y destr oyed colony of R oem eripora. 4 The ma rginal, left
par t of the Protolonsdaleiastraea colony illustrated on fig. 2 (right) enla rged to show ab rasio n of its surface. The da shed
line marks direction and possible original exten sion of corall ites. 5 The small exposure in the lower part of southern
slope of Hyrnefjellet (see also pl. 10: 3).

PLATE 10

1. The second set of coralliferous beds in northern part of Creek IV. Tabulate coral.
2. Th e lower part of Roemeripora colony illustrated on pI. 9 :2 enlarged to show its abrasion. Indi vidual corallites do not
arise from each other.
3. The biogenic breccia of the second set of coralIiferous beds composed of large (right) and sma ll (lower left) fragments
of Protolonsdaleiastraea colonies and fragments of branches of Tschussovsk enia (upper left). (1/2 nat. size ; photo. A.
PIETURA).

4. Fines upwards calca reous sandstone of the second set of coraIIiferous beds in Creek IV with scattered branches of fasciculate colonies (F) and solitary rugo se cora ls (S) .
5. Th e fragment of massive colony of scleractinian cor al from the Pleistocene depos its of Key Largo (Florida Keys)
showing abi lity of the colony to recon struct rapid ly.
6. The third set of coralIiferous beds in Section 2; a th e fragment of a coral containing pebble overgrown by calcareous
algae , b another side of the same sample (nat. size).
7. The locality as a bove. The colony of calcareous algae.

PLATE 11

1. Creek IV. The lens of coralIiferous pebbly sand stone (indicated by hammer), developed 1·8 m above the second set
of coraIIiferous beds.
2-8. The conglomeratic unit of the third set of coralliferous beds in the vicinity of Section 2. 2 The coralliferous level
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of conglomerates. 3 The upside down deposited colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea 145 x90 cm in diameter. 4 Another
colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea, 157 x 103 cm in diameter. Long axes of colonies are directed N-8. 5 Remainings
(white) of the Protolonsdaleiastraea colony showing c1asts pressed into its skeleton during deposition and compaction.
6 The accumulation of fragmented corals and gastropods. 7,8 Recently abraded surfaces of solitary rugose corals (nat.
size).

PLATE 12

1-5. The third set of coralliferous beds in the vicinity of Section 3. 1 The general view of exposures. Details shown on
figs. 2-5 are indicated by arrows. 2a, b A transition from non-fo ssiliferous calcareos sandstones into conglomerates
of the third set of coralliferous beds. 3 The abraded colony of Protolonsdaleiastraea (next to the compass) in the bottom
part of conglomerates. 4 A wide wash out filled up with conglomerates (left arrow on the fig. 1). 5 The large (over
1'20 x 0·8 m), irregular block of calcareous sandstone in conglomerates (right arrow on the fig. 1).
6. The calcareous conglomerate of the third set of coralliferous beds in southern part of Creek 11. Randomly oriented
solitary corals are contoured white to better show their positions .

PLATE 13

1. Northern part of Creek 11 showing gradual transition from non-fos siliferous clastic deposits to conglomerates of the
third set of coralliferous beds. Symbols : Cl : non-fossiliferous clastics; Cg coralliferous conglomerates; Cs coralliferous calcareous sandstones; L+S pinkish-gray micritic limestone with gray shales at the bottom. Rocks on the lowerright site of fig. la are fallen down loose blocks.
2a, b. Southern part of Creek 11. Symbols as above.
3. A solitary coral in pinkish-gray micritic limestone of the third set of coralliferous beds.
4. The third set of coralliferous beds exposed 180 north of Creek IV.
5. The Protowentzelella colon w in the limestone illustrated on fig. 3.
6. The third set of coralliferous beds. The southernmost exposure of pinkish-gray micritic limestone 860 m south of
Creek IV (above white line). A bed of coralliferous conglomerate beneath the line is here reduced in thickness.
7. Creek 11. A fragment of N-S directed twig of fasciculate colony in calcareous sandstone of the third set of coralliferous beds.

PLATE 14

1. The conglomeratic layer of the third set of coralliferous beds in Creek IV with massive colony of rugose coral rounded
to form a c1ast (arrow) .
2. Gradual transition from calcareous sandstones of non-fossiliferous clastic deposits into coralliferous pebbly sandstone
of the third set.
3. Creek IV. The wash out in the upper part of the non-fossiliferous clastic deposits filled up with conglomerate of the
third set of coralliferou s beds.
4. The upper part of southern slope of Hyrnefjellet. Coralliferous coarse-grained sandstone of the third set of coralliferous beds.
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5. The basal conglomerate of the fourth set of coralliferous beds approximately 300 m south of Creek IV fines up into
calcareous sandstone with densely scattered twigs of Tschussovskenia.
6. A small drifted or reworked assemblage of fauna in the uppermost coralliferous sandstone of the third set in Creek
IV. Symbols G gastropod, M massive colony of rugose corals, S solitary rugose coral.
7, 8. Colonies of calcareous algae from the first set of coralliferous beds in Section 2.
9. Upper part of the northern slope of Kruseryggen, Conglomeratic layer of the third set of coralliferous beds.

PLATE IS

1. 400 m south of Creek IV. The coralliferous pebbly sandstone of the fourth set of beds grading upwards into cross-

bedded calcareous sandstones.
2. 820 m south of Creek IV. A slightly rounded colony of Protowentzelella, a fragment of twig of Tschussovskenia (lower
left corner) and a fragment of solitary coral in the sandy limestone of the fourth set of coralliferous beds.
3. Upper part of the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet. Lens of the coralliferous pebbly sandstone separated from the third
set of coralliferous beds by 3·7 m of non-fossiliferous deposits.
4. The southernmost outcrop of the fifth set of coralliferous beds 400 m south of Creek IV. Note relation of these deposits (left) to the overlying Kapp Starostin Formation (right).
5. The firming up calcareous pebbly sandstone of the fourth set of coralliferous beds in Section 9. The overturned colony
of Tschussovskenia shows gradually decreasing flattening of corallites (1/2 nat. size; photo. A. PIETltRA).
6. The fifth set of coralliferous beds 400 m south of Creek IV. Two large, massive colonies of rugose corals. drifted and
deposited on each other.
7. A cluster of small brachiopods in the fifth set of coralliferous beds 250 m south of Creek IV.

PLATE 16

The fifth set of coralliferous beds
1. 250 m south of Creek IV. Two fragments of massive colonies of rugose corals drifteCI and deposited so close to each
other as to form an apparent single colony (not to scale).
2.4. Massive colonies of rugose corals (arrows) flattened by abrasion. Approximately 200 m south of Creek IV.
3. A large, overturned colony of rugose corals. Approximately 250 m south of Creek IV.
5. 6. Lower part of the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet. A biogenic breccia composed of sharpl dged fragments of massive colonies of rugose corals and rare fragments of solitary rugose corals (fig. 6, upper left corner).
7. The locality and bed as above. The massive colony of rugose corals broken after deposition. Note the V-shaped slit
in the upper left part of the colony (nat, size; photo. A. PIETltRA).

PLATE 17

The fifth set of coralliferous beds in the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet
1. The arrangement of corallites and the so called "old surfaces of corallurn" or "repeated stoppages of growth" (FEDQROWSKJ 1965: 158).
2. The colony illustrated by FEDOROWSKJ (1965, pI. 15:3) and CZARNIECKI (1969. text-fig. 27) as resting in situ in growth
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position . In fact the colony rests on its side exhibiting mechanical destruction (left). Note that the "old surfaces or
corallum" are oblique to the direction of growth of corallites.
3a. The medium size colony in seemingly growth position.
3b. The enlarged lower part of the colony showing its abrasion and relation of the colony to the bed of glauconite enriched .
calcareous sandstone (arrow) .
• . The fines up basal pebbly sandstone with small fragments of solitary (S) and colonial (C) rugose corals.
5. The overgrowth of wounded part of the colony by adjacent corallites.
6. The overturned, medium size, massive colony of rugose corals.

PLATE 18

The fifth set of coralliferous beds i.n the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet
1. Two colonies of different genera of rugose corals deposited so closely to each other as to form an seeming single eo-

lony in growth position . Note also the so called "stoppages of growth".
2. Arrangement of corallites in the middle part of the very large, massive colony of rugose corals .
3, 4. The close view on "stoppages of growth" of the colony illustrated on pI. 17:2 showing the diagenetic nature of
these phenomena.
5. Fragments of two very large colonies of rugose corals resting in seemingly growth position. Both of them show "stoppages of growth".

PLATE 19

The fifth set of coralliferous beds in the southern slope of Hyrnefjellet
1. Lower part of the very large colony (compare pI. 18:5, right) with two complexes of corallites cut off from it (two

left arrows) and other corallites pressed and crushed (right arrow) during deposition and compaction.
2. The gastropod shell located between two very large colonies.
3. The lowermost fragment of the very large colony showing mechanical destruction of its lower surface and the diagenetic origin of the so called "old surfaces of corallum",
4. a The largest found rugose coral colony (over 2·70 m in diameter) resting on its side. The ontogenetically youngest
part of the colony is contoured white. Arrows indicate parts of the colony enlarged on figs. b, c.
b, c Mechanical destructions of corallites and their obviously secondary direction towards the bottom.

PLATE 20

1. The northern slope of Kruseryggen. The overturned, massive colony of rugose corals in the middle part of the uPPClr
Treskelodden beds.
2. The 60 cm high colony of calcareous algae; locality as above.
3. The Krusebreen cirque. Symbols: H. B. Hyrnefjellet beds, T. B. Treskelodden beds + non-fossiliferous series (not
divided), K. S. Kapp Starostin Formation, T Triassic.
4. The northern slope of Kruseryggen above Wibebreen. Symbols as above, and I U. C. non-fossiliferous series. Note
the presence of several local faults.
S·
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PLATE 21

I, 2. Bioturbated sandstones in Section 2. 1a, 2a X 3, 1b, 2b X 20.
3. Corallite surfaces of Protowentzelella from the fifth set of coralliferous beds showing growth rings grouped in unequal bands, X s.

PLATE 22

1. The fragment of corallite from the very large colony of lAefifth set of coralliferous beds showing growth rings of the
epitheca and growth lines of septa (obliquely oriented lines on the lower right side), X 10.
2. Fragments of two corallites of the largest found colony (compare pl. 19:4) showing growth rings grouped in unequal bands, x 10.
3. Another specimen of the Protowentzelella colony illustrated on pi. 21: 3, showing growth rings grouped in unequal
bands, X S.
4. Section 3. Quartzitic sandstone of the upper part of the Gray Conglomerate "Horizon", X 20.
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